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CHAPTEIi I

I5TH0DUCTI0N

I. PUSPOoE OF THE 3TUDT

The primary purpose of this study was to define and

analyse Kansas county Extension agents' peroeptlon of their

role In formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework

for Extension program planning. The specific objectives of

the study were as follows:

1. To ascertain the characteristics of agents
serving In the counties in Kansas.

2. To identify those tasks that ideally constitute
the role of county agents in formulating and
agreeing upon a statewide framework for Exten-
sion program planning.

3. To determine the degree of importance that
county extension agents assign to the various
suggested program planning tasks in relation to
what they are doing and feel they should he doing
In formulating a statewide framework for program
planning.

4. To determine the degree of consensus among agri-
culture, home economics and 4-H club agents as
to the way they perceive the importance and per-
formance of their program planning tasks in
formulating a statewide framework.

5. To identify some of the major obstacles that
agents experience in performing tasks associated
with their role in formulating and agreeing upon
a statewide framework for .extension program
planning.

6. To determine how extension agents rank various
Extension staff groups in regard to the amount
of assistance provided them in program planning.



7. To determine if there were relationships between
selected factors and agents' perception of their
role in formulating and agreeing upon a. state-
wide framework for extension program planning.

Hypothesis

In order to analyse the data obtained in objective

seven, the following null-hypothesis was developed to give

direction to this study.

There are no differences in agents ' perception of

their role in formulating and agreeing upon a statewide

program planning framework and each of the following

factors :

a. County position held :

b. Number of agents on a county staff;

c. Length of agents ' tenure in. extension;

d. Percentage of working time devoted to program

planning;

e. Level of formal education ;

i. fla.ior subject area in which highest degree waa

earned :

g. greouencv of county staff meetings :

h. formal course work in program planning ; and

1. Degree of program contact with superviaors .



II. SIAMTuJIT 01 THi PHOBLiJM

Program planning la cooperative Kxtension began half

a century ago. iince then the evolution of program planning

has had three phases. In the early stages programs were

pre-determined and farmers received what was offered. In

the second phase extension leaders, through the evolution

of new idea3, began to develop programs based largely on

local information and interest, thus making the people feel

directly and largely responsible for the extension programs.

Finally economical, social and biological facts were intro-

duced into the county program planning procedures. At this

stage the people with the help of the Extension agents made

an analysis of the situation, selected outstanding needs

and together developed a program to fit those needs.

i'he responsibility of extension agents in program

planning procedures has changed during the years and program

planning has also become more complex. County agents have

broader and more involved responsibilities. Today county

agents are expected to assume broad organizational and edu-

cational roles in assisting the county Extension councils

in the planning process.

The national economy is growing at a steady pace.

This growth causes changes which require adjustment. The

Extension Service can point with pride to the many changes
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which it has helped to bring about over some fifty years of

operation. However, the Service cannot rest on past accom-

plishments to maintain its status and continue to improve

its educational services to rural people. One character-

istic of extension work has been the necessity to shift

programs and methods to meet ever-changing conditions and

demands.

The county agent is expeoted to serve the farmers

at one hand and, at the same time, cooperate with the

federal, state, and county governments, liis role in pro-

gram building is that of an organizer and a teacher. As

the functions to be performed by the county agent become

more numerous and involved and as the district and state

jobs become more specialized, the required organization and

operating procedures become more complex. It is generally

assumed that extension administrators and supervisors feel

that the most successful county agent in helping formulate

and agreeing upon a statewide framework for extension pro-

gram planning, is one who feels that he is responsible to

help both his clientele and his administrators.

'The county intension agents' perception of the pro-

gram planning process and their role in implementing it

constitute the basis for their behavior in formulating and

agreeing upon a statewide framework for Extension program

planning. It is important that their role in planning be
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ascertained if the formulating of a statewide framework for

extension programming is to be accomplished.

III. BACKGROUHD

In 1315, the Kansas legislature passed the county

farm bureau law. A county faro bureau, after meeting cer-

tain membership requirements, was entitled to county appro-

priations and state funds to aid in the execution of a

county :ixtension program, this being the organisation's

purpose under its constitution. The county extension pro-

grams were conducted by this means for thirty-six years.

The 1951 session of the Kansas legislature revised

the legal provisions wherein the county -ixtension programs

became the cooperative responsibility of a county agricul-

tural Extension council and Kansas 3tate University. Since

1351* the people of the counties and the administrative

officials and specialists of the Kansas extension Service

have developed many procedures for the development of county

extension programs and for the execution of those programs

under prevailing and sociological conditions. 2

The extension council law states, ". . .it shall be

the duty of said agricultural Extension council to plan the

Handbook for bounty .igricultural rxtenslon Jouncils,
(Manhattan, tansas: Kansas state University, 1961), p. 5.

2
lbid.
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educational Extension programs or the county."*

The Federal law (dmith-Lever Act amended) provides

that:

. . . this work shall be carried on in such a manner
as may be eventually agreed upon by the secretary of
Agriculture and state agricultural college. . . . The
cooperative -jctension program in the state of Kansas,
supported by congressional appropriations, shall be
planned under the joint supervision of the Director of
extension and the administrator of the federal
extension Service.*

.ince 1951, county ^tension programs have been the

cooperative responsibility of county agricultural Extension

councils and the Kansas otate University. The council's

main responsibility is:

The giving of instruction and practical demonstra-
tions in agriculture, home economics and 4-H club work
to all persons in the county and the imparting to such
persons of information on said subjects through field
demonstrations, publications or otherwise.

5

In practical terms the councils are responsible for planning

and executing the extension program with the advice and

help of the county agents and various specialists at Kansas

Jtate University.

A county agricultural extension council is composed

of three members from each township and each city not a part

of a township. These three members are elected at a

3Ibid.

,

P. 15.

4
Ibid.

5Ibid.

,

P« 5.
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township meeting, one to represent agriculture, one to

represent home economics, and one to represent 4— ti club

work. 6

i'he law also provides for advisor/ committees. Three

advisory committees are found in Kansas counties. These

are the agricultural, home economics and the 4-h advisory

committee which are composed of the agricultural, home

economics, and 4—H representatives respectively.'

An executive board consisting of a chairman, a secre-

tary, a treasurer and six other members is also elected at

the annual meeting of a council, not more than one member

of the board shall be elected from any one township or city

unless the county has less than nine townships and cities

not a part of a township.

The responsibility for planning and executing the

Extension program rests with the local units. It is there-

fore a duty of the people who constitute these organizations

to be familiar with the objectives of the Extension program

before they assume the initiative for it.

7lbid . . p. 6.

8
Ibid.
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Program Development la Kansas

County programs are the basis Tor intension work,
Q

according to Matthews, * and are the means by which the

intension oervioe seeks to accomplish its purposes. The

results in extension are dependent upon the quality of the

county program, and quality is influenced by the methods

used in developing the program.

The philosophy of the cooperative intension Service

today is based upon the fundamental belief that the planning

of county extension programs should be a joint effort of

the people and the county Extension staff.

->heats and Jayne wrote:

It is axiomatic that people are naturally more
interested in anything in which they have a hand in
planning and for which they assume some responsibili-
ties. Any superimposed program is soon likely to fall
on its own weight, hence the clear need for observing
the principle of local control and planning. 10

In Kansas a county extension service program is

determined cooperatively by the local people and the exten-

sion staff and includes a statement of:

1. The situation or pertinent facts and trends.

2. The problem or situations on which there is
agreement that changes are needed.

Q
7J. L. Matthews, National Inventory of extension

Methods of Program Determination . U. a. Jepartaent of
Agriculture, extension -Service Circular vf) (Jashington,
1952), p. 1.

Paul Cheats, 0. J. Jayne, and H. J. opence, Adult
education (Hew York: The Dryden Press, 195*), P- 1*9.



3. The objectives to provide direction for the
program.il

.aach county has a long-time program. It is reviewed

annually to consider current situations and problems aris-

ing therefrom, and revised at four-year intervals.

->teps lp the i'our-rear County i roftram ilaa

The following are the steps that are taken in

developing the four-year program. These steps do not

necessarily require separate meetings.

1. The Council and the Lxtension agents develop
plans and present their plans to the executive
board and the district agent for approval.

2. The Council and agents consider the work to be
done and may select other people in the county
to be members of county planning committees.
This group includes other agricultural leaders,
representatives of professional groups, com-
mercial interests, and other branches of local,
state, and federal governments. _>ome of those
so selected may be considered as resource per-
sons or consultants. This group, with the
council, becomes the county planning committee,
hereinafter called "the committee".

3« Extension personnel present to the whole com-
mittee, pertinent data regarding county, state,
and national situations and trends obtained from
available records.

• The committee decides on the program areas for
consideration in the county program.

5« oub-committees for each project area are formed.
These groups may need a further division into
sub-project areas.

11
Handbook for (Jount.y agricultural ^tension Councils.

0£. cit. , p. 16.
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6. These sub-committees meet separately and
(a) select a permanent chairman and a secretary,
(b) decide on the scope of their duty, and (c)
subdivide into smaller committees if such pro-
cedure seems desirable.

y. When all original sub-committees have met and
organized, all chairmen meet to compare notes
and report any additional information their com-
mittees would like to have regarding their
assignments. If surveys in the county are
needed to determine local situations, the scope
of these surveys may be determined at this
meeting.

8. iach sub-committee (a) studies all facts avail-
able regarding the problems, (b) analyses the
situation locally and consider national implica-
tions, (c) lists objectives in relation to the
problem.

9. All committees meet, with council chairman in
charge, to consider all problems and objectives.

10. Council meets to:
a. Determine importance of problems recognised.
b. itefer certain problems (which may be out-

side the scope of Lxtension) to other
agencies.

c. Determine how to get the program into
printed form."

The annual County Program

There are generally two steps taken in developing

the annual county program:

1. The Council reviews annually the past year's
accomplishments, considers any changes in objec-
tives, and sets goals for the next year.

2. After the overall county program is written, the
three advisory committees—Agriculture, Home

12Ibid . . pp. 16-17.
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Economics, and 4-U Club, meet separately to plan
their phase of the program, keeping In mind (a)
the contribution of each phase of the program
to the overall county objectives, and (b) those
portions of each phase where joint activity is
appropriate. 13

IV. 3CQPE AH3 PSOCiii)Uai,o OF 3TUDI

This study pertains to the role of county Extension

agents of Kansas in formulating and agreeing upon a state-

wide program planning process. The data used in this study

14were collected by Jtraughn who was engaged in program

planning studies in Florida and Kansas. The data were

obtained during the period November, 1962 to March, 1963.

While it has implications for the organizational structure,

the primary concern was with the agents' perceptions of

their jobs and how these views are related to background,

educational status, position and tenure within the organi-

zational structure of extension work.

.election of .iespondents

The respondents of this study included 139 county

extension agents who had five or more years of experience

13Ibid.

14
Alto Alfred Jtraughn, "A ^tudy of the Perceived

Hole of County Extension Agents in Program Planning in
Florida and Kansas" (unpublished Ph. J. thesis, University
of Wisconsin, 1963), p. 6.
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as county extension agents, and who had been continuously

employed as county Extension agents during the past five

years. These were agricultural, home economics or 4-H club

agents, fable 1 shows the number and percentage of respond-

ents that participated in this study.

TABLE I

HOMBiiit ASO FfiJSCEflTAOi, Otf HiidPONaKHTS PAETICIFATISG

Number of «__,... .- Percentage of
agents eligible „an «.. «„;?* < °:* . „,,. eligible agents
to participate asoats Participating

participating

M* 159 97

uestionnaire Jeaign

An interview questionnaire comprised of two sections

was developed. The first section inoluded questions to

help obtain information about the respondents concerning:

a. County position held;

b. Number of agents on county staff;

c. Length of agents' tenure in extension;

d. Percentage of working time devoted to program

planning;

e. Level of formal education;

f. Major content area in which highest degree was

earned

;

g. Frequency of county staff meetings;
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h. formal course work In program planning; and

1. Degree of program contact with supervisors.

The second section contained six program planning

phases and a list of suggested tasks which extension agents

ideally ought to perform in the prooess of formulating and

agreeing upon a statewide framework for intension program

plann ing. These tasks were arranged so that each respond-

ent was able to indicate: (a) whether or not each task

should be performed by agents in helping formulate and agree

upon a state program planning framework, (b) its degree of

importance, and (c) the degree which county agents performed

the task.

The program planning tasks used in the interview

questionnaire were supported by relevant literature on the

combined judgment of a panel of extension program

authorities.

Panel members were selected on the basis of their:

(a) planning experience in intension, (b) research experi-

ence in planning, and (c) experience in teaching the theory

of planning. They were employees of the Federal Extension

Service, State Extension Services and other adult educa-

tional agencies. 5 They were asked to indicate those tasks

which ought to constitute the county intension agents' role

15Ibld., pp. 7-8.
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in program planning.

Open-end questions were also included in the inter-

view questionnaire to determine (a) the major obstacles

encountered by the respondents in carrying out their pro-

gram planning role, and (b) the amount of program assistance

the respondents obtained from various staff members.

The data for this study were obtained from Jection I,

and Phase 1 from Section 11 of the questionnaire, a copy of

which is included in Appendix A.

Collection of Data

The State Extension jirector approved conducting

this study. The data were gathered from county extension

agents at regularly scheduled district meetings. The group

interview constituted the primary method of collecting the

data. In addition, a few personal interviews were conducted

to accommodate those agents who were unable to participate

in group interviews because of personal or official

difficulties. 16

;.nal.ysls of Jata

The questionnaire was pre-coded for IBM tabulations.

Data obtained were punched on IBM cards. The data in this

study were sorted and tabulated by use of the IflM 1620 Data

16Ibid . . pp. 7-12.
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Processing System in .eaton Hall at Kansas otate University.

This is an electronic high speed digital computer using

card input-output.

Jince the study group represents a complete enumera-

tion of those agents meeting certain criteria—agents who

had fire or sore years of experience as county extension

agents, estimates of sampling error were not used in treat-

ing the data.

The major statistical measures used to analyze the

data were:

1. Frequency distributions

2. Percentages

3« Fiean weighted scores

4. naak order scores

5. The contingency coefficient (C), and

6. Kendall's coefficient of concordance (./) (Hank

order correlation).

V. UJiFINITIOH OJ? TEiKJ

•ole . iiefers to "a set of expectations applied to

an incumbent of a particular position." 1?

17Neal Gross, '<ard J. Mason, and Alexander kf.
Kciiachern, L-xplorations in ,-.ole analysis : ..studies of the
,rPh0 °l ^uperlntendency .i.oTe~H?ew York: John ./iley ancTlons,
inc., 19587, p. 67.

" '
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Hole Consensus . Hefers to "the amount of agreement

in role definition of county agents; the agreement among

18
agents of different types."

lerception . aefers to:

The way things look to us, or the way they sound,
feel, taste, or smell . . . perception also involves . •

an understanding awareness, a meaning or a recognition
of these objects. ... We can include all the senses
and can Interpret perception as covering the awareness
of complex environmental situations as well as of
single objects.

W

irTOf-yram Planning . tfefers to an educational process

through which local leaders and the professional .extension

staff analyse the situation, identify problems, establish

priorities, and identify short-term and long-term objectives

in relation to the problems.

County extension Ixogram. Refers to a written state-

ment prepared by agents, with assistance from supervisors,

specialists, and planning committee members, and includes:

1. The situation or pertinent facts and trends;

2. The problem or situations on which there is

agreement that changes are needed;

3. The objectives to provide direction for the

program.

18
lbid., p. 3.

19'Floyd H. Allport, Theories of perception and the
Concept of itruoture (New fork: John .VIley and .Sons , Inc.

,

1955;, p. 1*.
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Statewide irroKram . -efera to all tbe extension edu-

cational activities conducted in tbe state and encompasses

all the educational activities conducted in all the coun-

ties of the state. It encompasses the efforts of every

member of the extension staff including the Director of

intension. It includes all program phases—agricultural,

borne economics and 4-h club work. It is a people-centered

program concept that deals with problems determined through

democratic involvement of the people, and all parts of the

program contribute to those basic purposes that are achieved

through coordinated efforts of the staff and lay people.



CiUPTiH II

HE USKBASO

i'bis chapter consists of two sections. -he first

section deals with the function and history of the ..xtensioa

oervico. A synthesis of theories, concepts and research

considered relevant to this study constitutes the second

section—it treats (a; perception, (b) role, (c) program

planning process, (d) procedures, (e) organization, (f)

philosophy of extension, (g) objectives, (h) policy, and

(i) program planning tasks.

While certain general hypotheses are established in

the study the method is one of description and interpreta-

tion, rather than of theory testing. The general design

for the study is based upon certain notions in role theory.

however, while there is a considerable amount of literature

relating to program planning, only a limited auount relates

specifically to the county agent's role in formulating and

agreeing upon a statewide framework for extension program

planning.

Selections to formulate this tbeoretical frame of

reference have been made only from literature that helps

to establish the situation for this investigation, or that

helps to substantiate the findings of this study.
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I. FUNCTIUB OF EXTSHSIOH KDUCATIOfl

Agricultural extension is an educational enterprise

and the people engaged in it must possess a good many

abilities in common with teachers in schools*

The principal intension function—as education, is

clearly identified in the Smith-Lever Act, under which the

present extension system was established, "to aid in dif-

fusing among the people of the United States useful and

practical information on subjects relating to agriculture

and home economics, and to encourage the application of the

mam*."2

Though extension is one of the functions of the

College of Agriculture it does not involve education in the

abstract or classroom sense; it is an informal type of edu-

cation designed for action—people's action. To distinguish

this, the Smith-Lever Act states

i

Cooperative agricultural extension work shall con-
sist of the giving of instruction and practical demon-
strations in agriculture and home economics and sub-
jects relating thereto to persons not attending as
resident in said colleges in the several
communities. . . .3

Carsie Hammonds, Teaching n.grlculture . (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1950;, p. 304.

o
'Smith-Lever Act, Section I, Public Law 83, 93rd

Congress, Chapter 157, 1st Session, s. 1679.

'Ibid. , Section II.
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This clarifies that Extension work is primarily an educa-

tional enterprise whose objectives and ideals should be to

direct and help people in solving the various problems which

they encounter from day to day in the fields of agriculture,

home economics and related subjects.

Cooperative extension work has been interpreted and

defined in many ways. However a close study of statements

of purpose and objectives reveals a difference of emphasis

rather than in fundamentals.

Basic legislation—Smith-Lever Act, and other state-

ments of purpose from pioneer workers, former state Exten-

sion directors and present administrators can best present

the way these purposes and objectives changed during the

year8.

Seaman A. Knapp, founder of the present Extension

work, said that Extension's purpose was

... to adjust agriculture and place it upon a basis
of greater profit, to reconstruct the rural home, and
to give country life an attraction, a dignity and
potential influence it has never received.4

M. C. Burritt, former Extension Director of New lork,

stated years ago, that:

The fundamental purpose of any educational enterprise
is to teach persons how to think, and not what to
think. This principle cannot be over-emphasized, too
often reiterated, because people are everywhere beset

4.
Lincoln J. Kelsey and Gannon C. Hearne, Cooperative

slon iQrlc (third edition; Ithaca, New fork: Comstock
iublishing Associates, 1963), pp. 54-35.



by unsound propaganda whose motive seems to be simply
to "put it over" thus substituting propagandists'
thinking for individual thinking. ... It is the func-
tion of Extension service to teach people to determine
accurately their own needs and the solution of their
own problems, to help them to acquire knowledge and to
inspire them to action but it must be their own action
out of their own knowledge and convictions.

5

Or. W. J. jplllman, a director of the office of i'arm

Management, U.o.D.A., who was also involved in trying to

promote county agent work, stated that the objectives of

Extension Education were:

1. To carry to the farmers the results of scientific

research ... and to aid the farmer in applying

these results . . .

2. To reorganize and redirect the agriculture of

the various sections of the country in suoh a

way as to secure not only enterprises that are

profitable in themselves . . . but also to

secure a system of enterprises that will permit

the largest economical use of power, capital and

labor possible under the conditions. . . .

Liberty H. Bailey, Cornell University said the

''g. L. Carter and Robert 0, Clark (eds.), -.elected
aeadin^s and references in 4-H Club iork (Madison, Wisconsin:
National Agricultural Extension Center for advanced Jtudy,
1961), p. 11.

tf. J. jpillman, (U. -. Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of riant Industry, Bulletin 259), p. 61.
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objectives of Extension work are, "to teach those who have

a desire for information, and to create a desire for infor-

mation in those who do not yet have the desire."'

In striving to attain these objectives the guiding

principle of the Extension worker has always been "helping

people to help themselves. " This definition emphasizes the

fact that the program should be one in which extension

officers work alongside the people in helping them to:

1. Identify their needs, problems and opportunities.

2. 3tudy their resources.

3. Become familiar with specific methods of over-

coming problems.

4. Analyze alternative solutions to their problems

where alternatives exist.

5. Arrive at the most promising course of action

in light of their own desires, resources, and

abilities. 8

This suggests the fundamental importance of involv-

ing the people concerned in all phases and processes of the

o
'Lincoln J. Kelsey and Cannon 0* Eearne, op., cit .

.

P» 35-
o
oub-committee on Jcope and Responsibility of the

Extension Committee on Organization and Policy of the Ameri-
can Association of Land-Grant Colleges and State Universi-
ties, The Cooperative extension service Today . A Statement
of ocope and uesponsibility, U.j. Dept. of Agriculture,
Federal jyctension Service (Washington: April, 195S), p. 3.
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Extension programs and activities. In snort the program

should be based upon peoples' needs, capacities and levels

of aspiration.

Achieving people's participation in Extension is the

target for all those involved in extension, starting from

the county agent and carrying it up to the director of

Extension. Success or failure on any intension activity

depends on the participation of lay people, of the entire

Extension staff and others who can contribute. People's

participation in any extension program is secured in the

most democratic fashion. This voluntary character of all

Extension Organizations has been characteristic since the

inception of the extension Service, ^s Kathan S« Cohen

states: "The essence of the democratic approach was man's

opportunity to participate in formulating the rules of the
a

game by which choices were to be made. . »"*

Hall supports this when he says that "participation

comes easier in a permissive atmosphere."

The voluntary character of extension can be seen if

we review the history of the extension Service in the

"Nathan la Cohen (ed.) "Citizen Participation, The
Backbone of Democracy," The Citizen Volunteer (New fork:
Harper and Brothers, I960;, pp. 28-32.

0. M. Hall, Dynamics of Group action . Second edi-
tion, (Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Inc., 1?60), pp. 187-188.
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United states. The writer is of the opinion that knowledge

of the development or Cooperative Extension work lends

perspective to the present. It is out of the historical

development of cooperative -xtension work that have come

the purpose, the knowledge and working rules which prevail

today and set the task of Cooperative -xtension Work.

ftrlef History of. Extension jJevelonment

The present Cooperative Extension system is a prod-

uct of evolution. It alms to make scientific and practical

information and instruction available to people generally.

It's development can be traced back to the establishment of

Agricultural Societies and through a series of agricultural

educational movements including farmers institutes, coopera-

tive experiments, and early college Extension departments.

Authors of extension history refer to the Philadel-

phia Agricultural Society as the real beginning of the

extension Service. This Society was organized by a group

of farmers In 1785, and subsequently spread all over the

United states to play an important role in Extension work

till 1852.

The farmers' institutes followed. These grew out of

farmers' meetings held more or less irregularly by agricul-

tural societies during the first half of the nineteenth

century. They had their real beginning, however, soon after

the establishment of the Land-Grant Colleges following the
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passage of the Korrill *ct which was approved by Congress

la 1862.
U

as True states, "between 1880 and 1890 farmers insti-

tutes were established on a more or less permanent basis in

12
twenty-six states."

In 1887* an organized lobby of the Land-Grant College

Association helped get the Hatch Act through Congress.

Under this law, federal funds were provided for agricultural

experiment stations operated by state colleges, and thus

form a base from which scientific and technical information

could be disseminated. The country was seeking "any effec-

tive system for getting accumulated knowledge in practice

among the farmers generally. "
* The colleges were mainly

confining their efforts to more or less formal teaching . . .

and comparatively little study to the problems of reaching

the farmer in such a way to induce him to adopt better

farming practices."1* By this time the "demonstration

method was a means of communication to the sectors of the

Lincoln J. Kelsey and Cannon C. Hearne, op., cit.

,

p. 29.

12Alfred Charles True, A -listpry of the gricultural
Kxtension .<ork in. the. United states 13S3-1J25 . (. .asnitgton,
J. J7: united states Government .rrintirLj Office, 1928),
p. 14.

13Ibld . . p. 15.

14
Ibid., pp. 58-75-
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population that could not be reached through books. They

were considered as cooperative experiments so far as the

farmer Is concerned, but demonstrations from the standpoint

of the college. Demonstrations were more effective In con-

trast to the farmers Institutes, not only because it reached

people that could not be reached through books, but because

it served to make clear the Importance of the demonstration

method in agricultural adult education. '

extension work as now organized, had its beginnings

in the South. The significance of the demonstration was

realized by Or. Seaman A. Enapp. 6
To him is generally

given the credit for creating the organization which was

destined to make this method of teaching so effective. The

United states Department of Agriculture had appointed

Dr. Knapp to study and try to improve the agricultural situ-

ation in Texas brought about by the ravages of the pink

boll weevil. He had installed, then, the first man to work

exclusively in one county—Smith County, Hovember first,

1906. di.a name was w. C. ^tailings.

In 1911 , states began making appropriations directly

for county work. Congressional appropriations also grew

rapidly as the effectiveness of the idea became apparent.

15Ibid.

16
Ibld.
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Leavenworth County, Kansas, was first organized in 1912.

i. H. Koss was appointed as the first County Agent, August 1,

of that year. 1?

i'he passage of the omith-i-ever i-.ct by Congress in

1914 placed ^tension work on a sound financial basis. 18

extension work proved so effective in agricultural

production that during World *ar One, large emergency

appropriations were made by Congress so that the work night

be extended to every agricultural county in the United

Ctates. 19

Aa we noticed, several acts were passed by Congress

but they did not destroy the voluntary character of the

.extension service; in fact, they helped put its services on

an organized basis. This is born out by the way extension

programs are carried out through voluntary organizations in

all states.

17Ibld . . p. 91.

18lbid.
, p. 114.

19
-• "• "likening, rhe Count.v -xtfcnsion A^ent in

..iiicoaaia ; -. erce^tion of -ole CefTnltiozu as Viewed
i.^ents Cliadlson. «l3can«in; university of Tisconsin, Agri-
cultural experiment station, Heaearch Bulletin 203,
September, 1957), p. 1.
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II. PERCEPTION

Perception defined

"Perception" as used in this study will be consistent

with the definition given by Hilgard which i3 as follows:

Perception is the process of becoming aware of
objects, qualities, or relations by way of the sense
organs. I'hile sensory content is always present in
perception, what is perceived is influenced by set and
prior experiences, so that perception is more than
passive registration of stimuli impinging on sense
organs . 20

«ebster's definition of perception lends support to

that given by Hilgard.

I erception is an immediate or intuitive cognition or
judgment; an insight analogous to sense perception in
respect to immediacy and the feeling of certainty
accompanying it, and often implying nice observation
or subtle discrimination. 21

hartley stated:

In studying perception, we are studying what it is that
the organism experiences, not what the physical world
contains. ... Perception is the immediate response
of the organism to the energy impinging on sense
organs. . . . Perception, whether overt or introspec-
tive, is an immediate reaction to a set of conditions
that pertain now. ... If the perceptual act changes
something in the environment, or relocates the o. ganism
in it, the next instant a new perception is provided

20
-arnost K. Hilgard, Introduction to j sychology .

(second edition; New Tork: Harcourt, Brace and company,
1957), P. 587.

21aebster Kew International dictionary (second
edition, Unabridged ; Springfield, Massachussetts: G and C
nerriaa Company, 1955)-
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for. 22

Allport in defining perception added that:

We can include all the senses and can interpret per-
ception as covering the awareness of complex environ-
mental situations as well as of single objects. 23

According to Ittleson and Cantril, the foregoing

discussions suggest some specific characteristics of per-

ception:

a. Perception can be studied only in terms of trans-
actions—that is, concrete individuals dealing with
concrete situations.

b. Perception comes into the transaction from the
unique personal behaviour center of the perceiver.

c. perception occurs as the perceiver creates bis own
psychological environment 07 identifying certain
aspects of his own experience. This is called
externalization. . . . /hen we perceive, we
externalize certain aspects of our experiences and
thereby create for ourselves our own world of things
and people, of sights and sounds, of tastes and
touches. 24

|actors that Influence Perception

Individual perceptions of a situation are influenced

by many factors. Attitudes and decisions are the result of

one's experience, bis environment, or his conscious or

Howard i. Bartley, Principles of xerceptlon (:iew
fork: Harper and brothers, 1358,), pp. 12"-5ST

2?
^Allport, loc . clt .

24
William a. Ittelson and Hadley Cantril, Perception

(Hew fork: -tandom House, 1954), p. 5.
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unconscious Talues and goals. Jtodgill in discussing

individual perception states

»

Individuals tend to formulate Judgments in terms of
scales of estimate that appear to be related not only
to the objective situation but alao to their past
experiences. Thus, an individual's perception of a
situation is determined both by the information that he
derives from the situation and by the set or expecta-
tion in terms of which he view3 the situation. She
desirability of a situation is estimated in reference
to internalised scales and norms of value which are
determined by past experience. That which conforms to
these norms tends to be most readily perceived, and that
which departs from the norms tends to be rejected. 25

Berelson and his Associates summarized as follows:

Accuracy of perception is affected by communication
exposure, education, interest, and cross pressures
with communication exposure probably the strongest
influence. 26

27atraughn summarizes several factors which influ-

ence one's perception, namely:

a. The sensitivity and effectiveness of an individual's
sense organs (eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and sense
of feeling).

b. 3et and prior experiences and the accompanying
mental structure developed in each individual.

c. Ability to interpret new experiences by associat-
ing or relating them to past experiences.

2s
~;alph H. -jtodgill, Individual liehavior and iroup

achievement Uew i'ork: Oxford University Tress, ~T35$),
p. 72.

26
Bernard Berelson, Paul Lazarsfeld, and illiam H.

i-ldhee, "Jrolitical Perception," Handbook of social x sychol-

oror, editor, Gardner iindzey, (third edition; New York:
nolt -iinehart and «inston, Inc., 1954), p. 85.

27
'Alto Alfred utraughn, op., cit.

, p. 16.
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d. itrength of stijnulus(l) impingment(s) on the
perceiver.

e. Heaory or ability to recall.

Implications £0£ This otudv

Cooperative extension service is an educational

organization. It's success is largely dependent on the

cooperative efforts of professional staff members and lay

leaders in developing, executing and evaluating an educa-

tional program. Cooperative efforts of this nature neces-

sitate some consensus of opinion among professional exten-

sion workers and lay leaders on how to effect programs.

Wilkening discussed this problem:

effective relationships between people require that
there be some agreement or consensus with respect to
objectives of the system and how these objectives are
(to be) attained. Because of its strategic position
in the system, the degree of consensus between . . .

agents is of crucial concern for an effective Extension
program. If the local sponsoring committee is to give
the extension program sanction and support, it 1b
important that they see (perceive) the objectives, roles,
and procedures as the agents see them. 28

293traughn ' in emphasizing the necessity of close

relationships between state administrators, specialists,

and county agents states:

28
K. a. wilkening, "Consensus On the Aole definition

of County extension Agents between the ..gents and Local
Sponsoring Committee Members, " *mral sociology , /ol. lilll,
ito. 2, June, 1958, pp. 185-186.

29
•'Alto alfred Jtraughn, pj>. clt . , p. 17.
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This logic is equally applicable as it pertains to
the relationships between state administrators,
specialists, and county agents. Administrative, super-
visory and specialist staff members cannot effectively
perform their roles in training and guiding county
Extension workers unless they know how agents perceive
their roles, and in particular, their program planning
role.

Moore stressed the importance of this reasoning in

his direct reference to Extension:

... perception sets the limits within which com-
munication is possible and provides the elements by
which behavior or modes of life can be shared, it is
important that the Cooperative extension Service know
the perceptions which committee members have of it and
that which they have of their own role with respect
to Extension. This is especially true since Extension
professes to build its programs on the needs and
interests of local people. 50

It is highly unlikely that supervisors and special-

ists can provide maximum assistance to agents in program

planning unless they know agents' perception of their role.

-hen this is known, the possibility of designing training

programs to satisfy specific agents needs is enhanced. It

is logical to expect that the county agents' contribution

towards formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework

for extension program planning, will be enhanced.

Harlow emphasized the need of knowing the perceptions

of those with whom one works as follows:

Paul <J. Moore, "Montana County Extension Program
Planning Committee Members' ierception of the Cooperative
intension service" (unpublished Ph. 0. thesis, University
of Wisconsin, 1962), p. 46.
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It is not enough that the goals (of an organization) be
stable; it is of the essence that the goals be under-
stood, accepted, and pursued by a very substantial
fraction of the members of the enterprise, otherwise,
the goals are simply inoperative in guiding the effort
of the enterprise. ... It is necessary that the goals
of -octension be . . . shared by most of the members of
the Extension staff. ... If , in any extension organi-
zation, these conditions (adequacy of staff and staff
assignments, procedures, Constance of goals and wide-
spread sharing of such goals by Extension workers) be
untenable, the resulting disturbing influences will be
great. 31

III. ROLi;

Cooperative -octension work in agriculture and home

economics was began half a century ago. During this time

county extension work has progressed from the demonstration

of certain methods of crop and livestock improvement to a

concern with economics, public affairs, family relations,

health and many other topics, furthermore, extension work

in most counties has grown from the services of a single

person on a part-time or full-time basis to the services of

at least three persons, each primarily responsible for

agriculture, home making, and youth phases, with the help

of a core of specialists at the state level. 32

31James -i. Harlow, "Is Seorganization Hecessary,"
Administration in extension (editors) Robert C. Clark and
ti. H. Abraham (had! 3on: national Agricultural Extension
Center for Advanced Jtudy, University of Wisconsin, I960),
pp. 65, 71.

32
-. A. ixlkening, Xhe County extension Ayrent in

Wisconsin , ioc. ci£.
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Daring the depression and World war II the extension

Service assumed administrative responsibility. The states

have looked to the Extension Service to support or carry out

33programs. '

How county extension agents, who are faced with these

and many other expectations, define their jobs in helping

formulate a statewide program planning framework in Kansas

helps provide a basis for the study.

Extension personnel at all levels need to develop

and maintain a constant and on-going consensus of role

definition. As planning and executing educational programs

constitute the primary activities of Extension, consensus

among Extension's many "position occupants" of their role

in program planning becomes even more crucial.

Hols, defined

The concept role has many different meanings. It

can be used in a general sense as the role of the extension

agent, referring to the functions and relationships of the

agent in the total society. The same concept can be used in

a social psychological sense to refer to the expectations of

persons occupying a position. Problems here pertain to

namely:

a. The nature of personal needs, interests, and

33lbid-
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abilities with respect to the job.

b. -'he extent and nature of the expectations of
persons in other positions.

c. Conflicts of these expectations, as viewed by
the agent.

d. Conflict between personal needs and aspirations
and the expectations of others.

e. i'he relationships of the above variables to what
the agent does, and how this in turn is related
to job satisfaction and to job achievement. 3*

..likening states:

The term role definition refers primarily to the agent's
indication of what he feels he "ought to do" or what he
feels his relationship with other persons "should be".
This definition of what "ought to be" derives from the
agent's own needs and interests as well as from the
expectations of persons in other positions. 35

uarbin states:

Hole theory attempts to conceptualize human conduct at
a relatively complex level. In a sense it is an inter-
disciplinary theory in that its variables are drawn
from studies of culture, society, and personality. The
broad conceptual units of the theory are role, the unit
of culture; position, the unit of society; and self,
the unit of personality. 36

According to Linton, "a role represents the dynamic

aspect of a status. . . . When the (individual) puts the

rights and duties which constitute the status into effect,

^lbid . . p. 2.

35Ibid.

'Theodore it. :^arbin, "Hole Theory," Uandbook of
social isycaolo>£y.(ed. ) Gardner Lindsey (Cambridge:
Addison- .vesley irress, 195^), P« 223.
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he is performing a role.""

In * later book, he wrote role ia ". . . the sun

total of culture patterns associated with a particular

status."38

n
Hewcomb'' 7 wrote that "the ways of behaving which are

expected of any Individual who occupies a certain position

constitute the role . . . associated with that position."

According to oargent:

A person's role is a pattern or type of social behavior
which seems situationally appropriate to him in terms
of the demand and expectations of those in his
groups. . . . itoles have ingredients of cultural, per-
sonal, and situational determination. But never is
role wholly cultural, personal, or situational.*

Davis' definition deals with role as behavior of

actor occupying social positions. According to Davis:

How an individual actually performs in a given position,
as distinct from how he is supposed to perform, we call
his role. The role, then is the manner in which a
person actually carried out the requirements of his
position. It is the dynamic aspect of status or office
and as such, is always influenced by factors other than

37•"Halph Linton, Ihe Jtudy of Kan (Sew rorki Appleton-
Oentury Grofts, Inc., 1936), p. 11*.

38Halph Linton, Cultural Background of Personality
(New Xorkt 0. Appleton-Century Co., 1945), p. "77.

mm
"Theodore M. Hewcomb, oocial Psychology (Kew lork:

The Oryden Press, 1951), p. 2B0.

otansfeld oargent, "Concepts of Hole and ijgo in
Contemporary Psychology, " oocial Psychology at the Cross-
roads , (ed. ; John H. Hoher and Kuzafer sEarir (K* fork:
Harper and Brothers, 1951), pp. 359-360.
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41
the stipulations of the position itself.

In spite of the differences in role definition, the

following three major elements of role are recognized by

most authorities on the subject:

1. social location

2. Behavior, and

4.0
3. xocpectations.

for purposes of this study, role was used to imply,

"a set of expectations or evaluative standards, applied to

45
an incumbent of a particular position. "

*

I actors last Influence ;iole

44
-'he following factors as summarized by Jtraughn

appear to influence the behavior of an occupant of a

position:

1. The orientation of the position incumbent—bis
interests, needs, desires; and his perception of
what he thinks society expects him to do.

2. last experiences and established normative behavior
patterns of predecessors of a given position.

Kingsley Davis. Human society (Sew Xork: The
HacKillan Company, 19*8j, p. 90.

42
Heal Gross, Jard j. iNason, and Alexander J.

i'c-achern, explorations in aole analysis : 3tudles in the
^chool Juperintendency -oTo (.New Xork: John Wiley and
jodb, Inc., 1958.) , p. 657

4?Ibld.

44
Alto i-lfred itraughn, 0£. cit. , pp. 26-27.
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J. The inter-acting influences of peers.

4. rhe inter-acting influences of superordinates of a
position—the degree of freedom allotted to a posi-
tion incumbent to permit him to define his own
behavior and the degree of imposed influence from
superordinate positions which tend to influence the
behavior of the position occupant.

5. The degree of role consensus among significant role
definers as perceived by an actor or position
incumbent.

6. Availability of resources (human, mechanical and/or
natural) to the position occupant.

7. Normative cultural behavior patterns or norms
(sanctions to do things as well as expectations to
have things done).

8. Group size and degree of inter and intra-group
activity.

9. Degree of social interaction and effectiveness of
communication between interacting position
incumbents.

10. The degree to which a given position incumbent is
permitted to help define his role (expected behavior)
in cooperation with those position incumbents help
develop are more readily accepted by the incumbent.

Baaed upon these role-influencing factors combined

with the perception influencing factors cited earlier, some

specific factors were identified which may influence agents'

perception of their program planning role. These factors

constituted the independent variables of this study and

included:

1. County position held;

2. Number of agents on county staff;

3. length of tenure in Extension;
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4. Percentage or working time devoted to program
planning;

5. Level or formal education;

6. i-ajor content area in which highest degree was
earned;

7. irequenoy of county -xtonsion staff meetings;

8. formal coarse work in program planning; and

9. degree of program contact with supervisors.

Importance of uole

Organisation and Extension are nearly synonymous.

Organizations exist to accomplish certain goals or objec-

tives which are realised through the inter-acting behavior

of its members. The effectiveness of the behavior of mem-

bers of an organisation is enhanced when each member (posi-

tion occupant J knows and understands his own role and the

roles of those with whom he interacts.

Brown stressed the importance of extension workers

knowing their role.

She roles played by people in Lxtension are inter-
related. That is, the activities of the specialists,
the supervisors, the county staff and local leaders
must fit and mesh together to have an effective organi-
zation. . . . There is a role set for every position,
effective communications within the organization require
that the role definer have some consensus with respect
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to these expectations. '

extension agents axe also known as adult educators.

It i3 therefore worth quoting -Levy, who stressed the

Importance of adult educators knowing about their role:

The word role . . . implies that the adult educator
must take a position. Like an actor on a stage, his
role will not be a role at all, unless in playing the
role, it becomes increasingly clear who he is and what
he stands for, and how he is related to other persons
and things.*6

Cagne and Fleishman in expressing the importance of

knowing about role stated:

-/hat makes the role of such importance is the fact it
largely determines how people will act towards other
people. Individuals are expected to exhibit particular
patterns of behavior in particular roles. . . . Changes
in status may result In role conflicts, iiut despite
role conflicts, we are able to change readily from one
role to another.*/

finally, in the words of ^"ewcomb:

Holes and positions are inseparable. 4 position has no
meaning without its accompanying role, and any given
role applies only to persons who occupy a stated

*5Lmory o. Brown, "An Overview of Program Oevelopment
Besearch in Pennsylvania," A Research :> roroach to Program
-development in Cooperative Ixteaaioa . T"T"~ 7 37 3oone
(.liadison: The national Agricultural extension Center for
Advanced ^tudy, University of Wisconsin, 1962), pp. 50-51.

46
Honald Levy, "The Adult ^ueator's Hole," Adult

yducation; Issues in. Dispute, (ed.) John Jalker Powell,
QThe Adult education association of the United otatea of
America, I960), p. 12.

Hobert H, Cagne and j-dwin .*. Fleishman, Psychology
and, Human ierforaancg- An Introduction to Psychology- Clew
xork: Henry iiolt and Company, 19$3) , pT~2^I.

M
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position in a stated group or society—to each position
its role, and to each role its position. . . . Holes,
like language, are dependant upon shared under-
standings. . . . iiach role may be visualized or at the
center of a net work of roles.*8

The extension Service uses organisation as an educa-

tional process to teach principles of organization, leader-

ship and democracy. It helps to organize groups to help

the* gain objectives unattainable to the individuals. Ilan-

ning and executing educational programs constitute the pri-

mary activities of Extension. It is therefore crucial that

the role consensus of county agents be known to the State

Extension personnel in order to assist in the process of

formulating statewide program planning. One aspect of role

consensus is the agreement among the agricultural agents,

while another is the amount of agreement among agents of

different types, i. e., agricultural, home and 4-H; finally

another refers to the agreement in role definition between

agents of one type and persons in other positions, such as

county agricultural committeemen or State intension

personnel. '

48
Theodore B. Newcomb, op.. ci£. , pp. 280-286.

4-9
Jilkenlng, op., cit .. p. 3..
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iv. lesion plahmbg

Program | lanning Jefined

Campbell and Gregg defined planning as "intelligent

preparation for action. It gives meaning to action, for

only as goals and objectives are clearly conceived do

reasons for programs and activities become apparent. "'

Hagm&n and Jchwartz viewed planning as a technique

or process. "In itself, the word planning suggests no

goals. It merely means that some method is followed which

results in determining what is wanted in a plan of action

for reaching desired goals. "^ The implication is that

planning is a technique or process that results in the

determination of goals as well as procedures for reaching

these goals.

i'iO/arland wrote i

To be concerned with change is to be concerned with
future. In management, we call this consideration for
the future, planning. . . . planning is an intellectual
process involving creative thinking and an imaginative
juggling of many complex variables. Conceptual thought
is at the core of the mental abilities required for

7 -ionald j. Campbell and -tusaell X. Gregg, Admin-
istrative Behavior i£ education (New fork: Harper and
Brothers iublishers, 1957 J, p. 281.

51Harlan Hagman and Alfred ochwarte, administration
: ""Harp*in irofile for -ichool executives (Hew lork! Harper and

brothers, 1955), P- 165^
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planning.

He wrotei

Planning is the function whereby executives anticipate
the probable affects of forces that will change the
activities and objectives of their business. By plan-
ning, they attempt to influence and control the nature
and direction of change and to determine what actions
are required to bring about desired change. 53

Definitions of planning by various Cooperative exten-

sion writers harmonise with the preceding and other state-

ments made on planning theory. Katthews defined Extension

program as:

... an understanding arrived at cooperatively by local
people and County extension otaff of (1) the situation
in which the people are located; (2) the real problems
of the local situation; (3) the objective of the local
people in relation to the problems; and (4) recommenda-
tions for reaching the objectives. 5*

Jans wrote that the "Cooperative extension service

under such a definition brings no predetermined program to

the people."-'-' It is a well known fact that extension staff

today contribute as much factual background information as

it can and helps the people to analyze this information in

52' Dalton l« KcJarland , Management irlnclples and
Practices (Sew lork: The McMillan Co. 7 1958.), pT 69.

5*

53rbid. , p. 70.

J. L. Matthews, op . cit . . p. 1.

Jfred C. Jans, extension lx>oks at Program 1 lanning .

U. e. Department of Agriculture, extension Service Circular
No. 478 (Washington: Government irinting Office, 1952),
p. 2.



the light of their situations and problems.

The extension Irogram

when the Federal Extension office was asked by the

chairman of the Senate Jub-committee on Agriculture, "What

is the extension's program? ", C. K. Fergumon, Administrator

of the F£3, gave this answer:

Extension does not have a national program, but exten-
sion's program is the sum total of that which is identi-
fied, and planned, and worked out, and developed by the
people themselves in each of the 3,000 counties. 5°

Logically the same answer to such a question would

apply at the state level. Extension in Kansas or any other

state does not have a state Extension program, but the state

program is the sum total of that which is identified, and

planned, and worked out, and developed by the people them-

selves in each of the 105 counties in Kansas.

Heywood supports this statement in one of her prin-

ciples of program planning, namely*

otate extension program is the sum of county extension
programs, and the federal extension program should
logically be the sum of state extension programs. 57

56,,

aM „^ „ cooperative extension
-'?"1^T1

H
fl'

t:T'"''' ""
i
report of

fMW National AdministratiytT/orkshop 0-.adison7"7ncoT^i n

:

University of Wisconsin, 1956), p. 9.

57eunice Heywood, "irinciples of i-rogram Harming "

ii|£0rt of iroRraa >li»nnin
ff ;oriiafaou . (Madison, Wisconsin:

Jlsconsin college of Agriculture, Kay 17-19, 1954).
pp. 13-1*. (Kimeographed.

)

' ^ '
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Lat thews states:

Programs are developed by the local people and the
County staff working together. Therefore, extension
programs can only be developed in the counties, and
decisions about content of the program should be made
by local people. The purpose of the Federal and State
Services is to help the county staff develop programs.
This means that their function is not to determine the
program, but to make it as ggsy as possible to do the
job properly in the county.

"

Some Principles of Extension Program Development

In any Cooperative extension program, be it national,

state, county or community there are certain basic princi-

ples or concepts to which such a program must conform, if

it is to have a marked effect, either temporary or long

time, upon the lives or actions of the people. A few such

principles are set down her*.

1. Based on needs . The Extension program should be
based upon the needs and interests of the people
themselves. It should develop out of their daily
lives and experiences rather than be super-imposed
upon them.

2. Comprehensive . i'he extension program should include
the interests of the entire family and should be
comprehensive enough to embrace all age groups,
creeds, races at all levels and community, county,
state, national and international problems. It is
futile to deal with only one phase of life in a
community as an end in itself.

J. ii'lexible . The intension program should be flexible
so that it may be changed to meet the needs of the
people. It must meet short-time and long-time
situations and special emergencies.

58J. L. Matthews, loc . cit .
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4. -ducation . The extension program should be broadly
educational In its truest sense. It should help to
change interests, attitudes and judgments of all
people as well as to give information. It should
teach people to help themselves. Otherwise its
value will be only temporary. Extension should
help to provide the tools and assist in their
effective use, but only as a means for teaching,
never as an end in itself.

5. otart where people are . The Extension program
should start with people where they are. Irograms
like sermons are too often above the heads of the
people concerned. "Let down your bucket where you
are" is applicable to the program in any area.
Groups can and should advance, but they must start
from their present position.

6. Objectives . The extension program should clearly
define its objective to all levels. These objec-
tives must be thoroughly understood by all those
who plan and execute the program.

7. Jersonnel . Trained personnel should be secured in
so far as possible and provision made for effective
supervision and continuous improvement in program
planning.

8. Lay leadership . Maximum use should be made of local
leaders in planning and carrying out the program.
Their effective training should be a definite part
of the plan.

9. Organization . The Extension program should use
organization as a tool to accomplish its objectives.
Organization should never be an end in itself.
Simplicity of organization should be maintained
along with full opportunity for participation is
the program, not necessarily in the organization of
the greatest number on the local level.

10. evaluation . The program should be evaluated fre-
quently. Difficult as this is, techniques for
evaluation must be developed. Nothing is more
fatal than Insistence on a program today which
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meats yesterday's needs. J

Korby suggests eight applied principles for the

process of developing the over-all county program plan,

which are as follows:

1. Coordination and efficiency of staff effort in
program planning are enhanced when all members of the
county staff have common insight into the process and
common agreement on objectives, procedures and respon-
sibilities in the planning process.

2. County program planning efforts are enhanced
when the representatives of the county Agricultural
Committee understand and approve the process and its
purposes, and are involved in the process from the
beginning.

3. The effectiveness of the program planning com-
mittee is enhanced when favorable attitudes toward the
committee's activities are present among county repre-
sentatives of related agencies and their knowledge and
suggestions are involved in the planning process.

4. The acceptance and the effectiveness of the
efforts of the planning committee are enhanced when,
in the planning process, there is intensive involvement
of local people who can represent the people of the
county, along with the county staff and selected
resource people.

5. The Quality and quantity of contributions from
planni ng committee members increases when special
orientation is provided them and when provisions are
made for various members to probe, study and analyze
specific program areas.

6. The effectiveness of the planning committee in
developing an appropriate program plan is enhanced when
needs and interests of the people are identified,
applicable scientific, social and cultural facts are

59̂
Report of ^orlcshop on .-jctension administration

October 21-Hovember 2, 1946,"University of Wisconsin,
pp. 88-89.
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involved, and the available resources are considered.

7. The effectiveness of the efforts of planning
committees is enhanced when they result in a written
plan which includes established long-time objectives
and groups problems on a priority basis, and when the
plan is made known to the professional and lay-leaders
in the county.

8. The efficiency and effectiveness of the planning
process is enhanced when there is a systematic design
for committee functioning and pre-planning by agents
at each stage in the process. 6o

Organization is one of the key factors in the build-

ing of an Extension program at the county level. The type

of organization that is established and the way it is used,

determines to a large extent the effectiveness of the work

that is done. An effective planning group is not static.

It will change its composition and procedures to meet new

challenges that present themselves. 61

The types of committees, councils, boards, and other

groups which are used for planning Extension programs vary

considerably. Vast differences exist on a county level in

commodity groups and farm organizations. Koreover, the

amount of local participation in itxtension activities and

60
Oscar .-'oodrow JJorby, "An Appraisal of Long-Ti««

cooperative ^tension Program Planning in Waupaca County.
•Jlsconsin" (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, the University of
Wisconsin, 1961), pp. 23-24.

61,Fred B. Morris, Planning County -xgricultural -xten-
sion. programs. U. o. Department of agriculture, .^tension

-
service circular iio. 260 (Washington, 1937), pp. 8-12.
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the Interest of the a sent in Involving local people in pro-

gram determination also vary considerably.

extension is concerned with the development or pro-

grams and, even more, with the development of people,

especially their leadership abilities. The involvement of

large numbers of local people on advisory councils and com-

mittees is one means of developing this leadership."

The writer has pointed out in the first part of this

chapter that extension's function is education, directed to

"helping people help themselves". In order for the Exten-

sion -Service to perform this function most advantageously,

it has generally operated informally, considering the most

important local needs and opportunities, and with respect

to both short-time and long-time goals.

Morris wrote:

In a public educational system designed for people
operating a business such as agriculture, it would seem
that two things are needed in each county—one, a county
agricultural extension program; the other an annual
plan of worlc.°^

The county agricultural extension program is the

permanent program. It is the program that is constantly

being built with the assembling of local and national facts.

62Ibid.

6?lbid.

.

p- 4.

^Ibld.

.

p- 6.
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In the words of Morris:

It is the program that permits farmer committeemen,
specialists, and county agents to see the major trends,
to recognize the essential farm adjustments that are
needed from which to make annual plans of work that
include provisions for education in terms of the larger
and more significant issues of rural life. . . . This
kind of a program is assembled in a sturdy loose-leaf
notebook in every county Extension office in the United
States. Divisions in this book might be for the major
types of farming, for health, recreation. . . . iach
division might contain:

1. statement of situation for each major type of
farming and for other objectives.

2. Statements of the major farm problems for each
type of farming, and the major problems for
other objectives arrived at from a study and
analysis of the statement of situation.

3. Suggested general solutions for each major
problem. 5?

extension program development has often been a

cooperative effort. In the process of program planning

rural leadership is usually utilized. The planning of a

program in agriculture, home economics and related fields

involves interrelated interests and concerns of people.

Extension therefore joins with people in helping them toi

1. Identify their needs, problems and opportunities.

2. Study their resources.

3. Become familiar with specific methods of over-
coming problems.

4-. Analyze alternative solutions to their problems
where alternatives exist.

6^Ibld . . pp. 7-8.
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5. Arrive at the most promising course of action In
light of their own desires, resources, and
abilities. 66

Because of the rapidly changing scene, Extension

leaders have re-examined .extension's scope and responsibil-

ity and have re focused program emphasis on essential,

though shifting, areas of need. These areas include:

1. efficiency in agricultural production.

2. efficiency in marketing, distribution, and
utilization.

J. Conservation, development, and use of natural
resources.

4. Management on the farm and in the home.

5. Family living.

6. Xouth development.

7. Leadership development.

8. Community improvement and resource development.

9. Public affairs. 67

If programs planned around the nine areas of emphasis

are to be effective, it is necessary to find ways by which

participation of local people, representing all areas of

66
Jub-Jomnittee on ocope and responsibility of the

Lxtension Committee on Organization and Policy of the Ameri-
can Association of Land-Grant Colleges and 3tate Universi-
ties, 0£. cit . . p. 4.

67
'Jub-Committee on icope and responsibility of the

Extension Committee on Organization and Policy of the Ameri-
can Association of Land-Grant Colleges and otate Universi-
ties, 0£. cit., pp. 8-12.
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the county and major interests in the county have a say.

Matthews wrote:

... Participation in program development in organized
groups la an effective means of teaching people how to
work together to deal with their own problems. It*
this reason program development is one of the beat ways
to give people experience in solving their own
problems. 6?

lioule supported this statement and goes further to

soj:

We must broaden both our content and deepen the goals
we try to achieve, and we must increasingly think of
programming not as a simple process flowing from a
single principle, but as a complicated process flowing
from a balance of principles. The proper function of
the Extension -Service is education, and its future lies
not on the farms and in the homes of the people but in
their minds. 70

-volution of IroKram Claiming

Saxly i-xtension programs—before, and for sometime

after the establishment of the Cooperative extension Service

—

reflected only modest program planning. The agricultural

agents' programs were largely pre-determined in state and

county extension offices and centered on the best advice

that could be given for controlling pests and diseases,

6fl
Fred 3. Jans, 2£. clt .. pp. 3-4.

9J. Xw llatthewa, loc . cit.

70Cyril Houle, ".iome Essentials in Irogram Develop-
ment," Heport o£ National Coopfnfliye extension Administra-
tive .workshop Wisconsin: University of Jisoonain, 1356),
P. 35.
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building home storage and other scientific or technical

matters. Ira-determined programs reflected the direct

interest of the colleges. These programs served that

71period well. '

Soon after World War I, the second step in the evolu-

tion occurred. This type of programming was being self-

determined. Farm people began making suggestions. They

would meet in homes or community gathering places, and

together, plan their programs and decide which course of

action to take in carrying out the proposed program.

Because of the numerous projects organized to meet the many

and varied requests from each organisation or community,

such programs tended to call for far more activity than the

county agent could effectively carry out. .Farmer leader-

ship was not sufficiently developed, nor were agents experi-

enced in selecting farm leaders and training them.' 2

The third step in the evolution of oxt&osion program

planning occurred during the middle to late 1920' s. Prac-

tices were being tested in the light of related information.

Trends in production, market demands, soil management,

rural youth problems, differences in rural and urban living,

and many other background situations were being brought to

71Ibld . . p. 1.

72lbid.
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the attention of local people who shared in program planning.

This was the period of fact-determined programs based on

local, state and sometimes national situations. This was

the ripening period of many councils. Because of the many

facts made available to these councils, they were able to

give more assistance in developing realistic programs based

on the people's needs and interests. '

This period lasted until the depression period of

the early to mid 1930* s. This was another emergency period

in which national and world wide economic conditions faced

American agriculture. Again pre-deterained programs were

imposed upon the people, flew farm programs, developed to

meet depression conditions, changed the program emphasis of

county extension agents.
*

out of this developed the next step in the evolution.

Land-use planning committees were set up. Their purpose

was to gather relevant facts concerning the agricultural

situation which could be used by the people in program

development. During this period programs were both fact-

determined and self-determined . ThiB type of programming

gained impetus and acceptance in several states. Further-

more, to some extent, this dual process is still being

73Ibid .. p. 2.

74lbid.
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employed in some states for determining specific project

75
plans. '*

During 19*1-19^5 another emergency situation arose.

Because of the war, emphasis was placed on production of

food, feed and fibre. Programs during this period were

pre-determined . but self-determined programs were still

employed by county intension staffs.''
6

Extension administrators however, have encouraged

their personnel during the past ten years to develop self-

determined programs with representatives of Lxtension's

clientele, namely:

1. iiural people who have shown ability to think
independently, objectively, and constructively.

2. Land-grant college staffs in teaching, research,
and Extension with their scientific information.

3. County Extension workers with training and
experience and close association with farm and
home problems.'/

Great emphasis is now being placed on program develop-

ment by councilmen with sustained guidance by professional

county Extension personnel.

According to Matthews in the evolution of intension

programming one finds the following types of planning, with

75Ibid.

76Ibld.

77Ibld .
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some adaptation, existing in each stage of program

determination.

1. a representative county council plans a county pro-
gram after problems and needs have been discussed
at community meetings.

2. Problems are discussed and programs drafted on the
county level by selected representatives of organi-
sations and agencies, serving as a county program
building council.

5. Problems are discussed and programs drafted by a
county council which is not represented on geograph-
ical or special interest basis.

4. Programs are determined by commodity or special
interest councils, not organized as a county program
planning group.

5. Programs are largely planned by the agents through
personal consultation with leaders and well informed
people of the county who are not organized into a
program planning council.

6. Agents plan the program from their own knowledge,
after a mail aurvey, or by selecting from a list of
projects prepared at the college. 78

Trends in. Program Planning

The present emphasis of program building is directed

more toward quality of service in relation to the amount of

behavioral change of Extension's clientele, rather than

merely a change in the clientele's financial status.

Extension is now being asked by the major farm groups

and other interested organizations to do long-range program

planning. A new term "program projection" has been

J. 1. Matthews, og. olt .. pp. 3-4.
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proposed by the federal and state administrators for this

type of program development. The meaning and purpose as

stated by the federal Extension iervice is as follows:

The Cooperative i-xtension oervice continuously strives
to perfect the methods and devices it uses to contribute
to the educational development of the people. At the
present time, important steps are being taken to
improve the extension method of working with people in
the development of programs. The end product of this
effort is commonly called program projection. Program
projection is strictly a professional term and refers
to an enlarged concept and to the operation of a more
advanced and effective form of program planning than
has been carried out on by many Extension workers in
the past. 79

Characteristics of Program Planning

Characteristics are defined as "distinguishing

features or qualities."80

LeBreton and Kenning wrote:

A plan must have three characteristics. Initially, it
must involve the future; secondly, it must involve
action} and thirdly, there is an element of personal
or organizational identification or causation. «I

Seckler-Kudson presented characteristics rephrased

in the form of questions, namelyi

79'^Program Projection . 0. J. department of Agricul-
ture, federal extension Service HiiP-44 (5-57), p. 1.

SO
T£e American College Jictionary . C. L. flarnhart

and Jess Stein, (editors; (New York: Random House, I960).
81

Preston P. LeBreton and Dale A. Hennlng, PlannlM
Theory, Unglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hail, Inc.,
I96D7 P» 7«
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1. la the plan based on clearly defined dimensions and
objectives?

2. Is the plan as clear and simple as the subject
matter will permit?

3. Does the plan nave stability while providing for
flexibility?

4. Does the plan outline standards of operation or
clearly provide for them?

5. Is the plan economical in terms of resources needed
to implement it?

6. Is the plan needed?

7. Does the plan anticipate the future?82

According to KcFarland:

. . . plans exist ... in a hierarchy, according to
different degrees of importance. ... As one goes from
the lower levels of the organization to the higher
levels, planning tends to become broader and longer
range in its scope and coverage. 8

*

Jtincaid interpreted KciCarland's statement to imply *

In Extension, the development of a broad statewide
organizational purpose is itself, planning} that this
planning produces objectives! &n<i that the broad objec-
tives are at the top of a hierarchy of plans. . . .

Planning as a phenomenon, ocours at all levels of an
organization, it is broad at top levels, and limited
and detailed at the lowest level of the organizational

Catheryn 3eckler-Hudson, Organization and
Management i i'heory and Iractioe (Washington: fEe American
University rress, 19557, pp. 107-109.

'Dalton I, MeFarland, 0£. clt. . pp. 72, 77.
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84-
hierarchy.

Jans wrote:

planning in Cooperative extension is baaed on the needs
of the people, ia comprehensive in scope, is flexible,
is an educational process! starts where people are,
requires capable leadership, makes use of technical and
research information, and seeks maximum local partici-
pation in the effort to help people help themselves. 85

In summary, distinguishing features of a plan and

program planning include:

1. Consideration is given to futurity, action and
personal or organization causation.

2. Arrangements are made for plans to be:

a. Based upon known needs;
b. Developed through cooperative and demo-

cratic involvement of the concerned

;

c. flexible

i

d. Comprehensive in scope in relation to the
problem area being considered;

e. Guided and directed by capable leadership;
f. She outgrowth of cooperative educational

efforts involving both professional and
lay leader resources;

g. Based upon clearly defined objectives;
h. Complete in providing for analysis and

classification of actions; and
i. evaluated because provisions for such were

Included in the plan.

3« Broad and long-range in scope and coverage at
top organizational levels yet limited and
detailed at the lowest levels.

84
James ii. Aincaid, Jr., "A Suggested Model for

Evaluating the Cooperative Extension Program Planning
Process" (unpublished Master's thesis, National Agricultural
Extension Center for Advanced Study, University of Wisconsin,
1962), p. 126.

85
'i'red C. Jans, oj>. cit . , p. 2.
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Welch and Gordy concluded:

effective extension work Is more likely to be achieved
when the Extension program Is geared to meet the needs
of the people it serves. This can best be done when
the people help In the organization, planning and
conduct of extension work. County agents recognize
this fact for they report county-wide advisory councils
or committees in practically every county in the United
States. . . . -ach county-wide council or committee is
concerned with some phase of extension work. 86

Factors Influencing Planning

Factors affecting planning are those elements which

contribute to achieving desired results. The literature

suggests that the procedures used in planning are a major

factor that contributes to formulation and implementation

of effective plans.

PHCCEDU

Procedures are "detailed descriptions of how each

job or action is performed." Trent suggested seven essen-

tial steps that need to be taken always in some form, in

developing and carrying out a successful program.

1. Recognition and definition of the problem.

2. Collection and assembling of relevant facts or data.

3* Analyzing data—what does it suggest?

86
C. Herman Welch, Jr. , and Amelia 3. Gordy, Analysis

of County extension Advisory Councils or Committees ~

(Washington: u. ;. .. ,., F.&.3. , ii. ft. STt. - 212 (§-57),
1956), p. 2.
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4. i-isting possible solutions or alternatives.

|t Testing various alternatives, (rfhat would likely
happen?)

6. Select best alternative or course of action.

7. evaluate results over time. '

He wrote:

Planning should be looked upon as a process of study-
ing the past and the present in order to forecast the
future and in the light of the forecast, determining
goals to be achieved and deciding what must be done to
achieve them on a continuing basis. In this process of
analysis, decision making and projection, it is often
helpful to remember that the past is gone, the present
we can't do much about, but the future is ours."

Kincaid suggests the ooncept of continuity of plan-

ning is also one of the elements of the factor "procedures".

. . . planning should not be considered as a single
planning meeting or a series of them at a given time of
year. It is often heard that program flexibility and
needed adjustments can only occur when planning and
evaluation are accepted as continuous . . . but in
reality, there are periods for stopping to retool. 89

If one viewed these "retool" periods as necessary

parts of planning (a phase of planning), then there is con-

tinuous year-round planning. This is logical because

rapidly changing conditions present an unending array of

'Curtis Trent, "oteps in Program Planning," Mimeo-
graphed material for Education 605, Kansas 3tate University,
January, 1962.

"ibid.

M
'James K. Klncaid, Jr., og. cit . , p. 4-6.
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new problems to people of any given society.

In summary procedures in planning include (a) formu-

lating and developing a plan for planning) (b) implementing

the plan) (c) evaluating results obtained. In each of these

steps decisions must be made. The ideal procedure for

arriving at desirable decisions would essentially be the

problem-solving method. Too, planning is a continuous, on-

going process.

Trent suggested these criteria for evaluating an

intension program.

1. It must focus on the needs and interests of the
people.

2. It must be developed through joint participation of
local leaders, county staff and specialists, talcing
into account recommendations from the district,
3tate and federal government personnel.

3. It must be in line with local as well as state and
national needs.

4. It must focus on problems that are most important
since it cannot be "all things'1 to all people at
the same time.

5. It must be flexible with a "backbone" that gives
it stability and continuity.

6. It must be balanced, that is, contain items of
assistance for all major social, economic, age and
sex statue groups.

7. It must provide for a system of priorities in line
with local needs, interests and resources.

8. It must have objectives that are obtainable within
the economic, social and mental capacities of the
people through education with a minimum of govern-
ment aid.
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9. It must be highly significant economically,
socially, and morally to a relatively large
number of people in an area.

10. It must be developed, understood, conducted and
judged as an educational instrument for helping
people learn how to help themselves.

11. It must provide satisfaction for the people who
participate. 90

Norby developed eight program planning principles

which are intended to serve as "guides to the procedures

for finding answers or solution* ( guides to program

planning)". These are listed on pages *7 and 48 of this

chapter.

Kelsey and Uearne suggest three steps to aid program

development as a combined effort of county, state and the

federal extension organization.

I. Developing and agreeing on a procedure with:

A. The college Extension staff.
B. County .Extension workers.
C. County leaders—lay and professional people.

II. Assembling and analyzing information by:

A. The federal Extension staff.
B. The state Extension staff.
C. The county Extension staff.
0. County leaders and people.

III. Using several methods:

A. Visits with leaders and families of all

90Curtis Trent, "Criteria for Evaluating An exten-
sion Program," Kimeographed material for Education 605,
iiansas otate University, January, 1962.



significant population and interest groups
in a county.

B. ourveys, census, and similar factual
sources.

C. The International and national outlook.
0. Analyses of farm and home plans in

operation.
£. Meetings with community and county leaders.
F. Meetings with leaders in districts of a

state and/or a state basis. 91

According to Jans, there are things to think about

in program planning, namely:

1. Follow the leader—team up with your state extension
office.

2. Make program planning a staff-wide activity.

3. Look to the amount and kind of background material
that local committees should use in making
decisions.

4. Use your supervisors and specialists in program
planning.

5. Thoroughly explain the planning procedures to local
leaders and help them especially in the early
stages.

6. Keep the public informed and give credit where it
is due.

7. Use the talent available in farm organizations,
agencies, and local groups.

8. Make the annual program-planning conference a good
one.

9. Consider program planning as a continuing activity
and a twin to program execution.

91
Lincoln J. Kelsey and Cannon 0. Hearne, op., cit .

,

p. 179.
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10. Keep your state office informed on problems and
1.92progress.

Other factors that contribute to the formulation

and implementation of effective plans are organization

philosophy, objectives and policies. X''or a summary of the

review of literature, see Appendix 0.

Profiram Pj,annlnK Tasks

Several writers have proposed different lists of

tasks that may be performed by agents. The program plan-

ning tasks contained in this study "Formulating and Agreeing

upon a Statewide Framework for Extension Program Planning,

"

were accepted by a panel as constituting part of Extension

agents' role in program planning, namely:

1. Keep informed about problems affecting people
in the county.

2. Keep aware of area and state problems which may
affect the economic and social development of
the county.

3. Keep informed about the total county extension
program and its relative effectiveness in coping
with relevant county problems.

4. Understand how the various parts (Agriculture,
Home Economics, 4-H Club work, etc. J of the
county extension program relate to each other.

5* Keep appropriate state extension officials
advised about relevant problems in the county.

6. Keep appropriate state Extension officials

_____
92
Fred G. Jans, 2£. cit. , pp. 11-12.
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advised about the relative effectiveness of the
county iixtenaion program in coping with relevant
problems.

7« Help supervisors develop an awareness of the
need for making adjustments as warranted in
parta for which they are responsible

•

8. Help specialists develop an awareness of the
need for making adjustments as warranted in
parts for which they are responsible.

9. Help Extension administrators develop an aware-
ness of the need for making adjustments in the
total Extension program in order to cope with
the existing situation.

10. Assist appropriate state Extension staff mem-
bers in formulating, clarifying and revising
the objectives of the state Extension Service.

11. Assist appropriate state extension staff members
in defining the objectives to be sought through
program planning.

12. Assist appropriate state Extension staff members
in formulating statewide policies to guide the
program planning process in the state.

13* Assist appropriate state extension staff members
in developing a general statewide procedure for
the program planning.

14. Assist appropriate state Extension staff members
in defining the program planning roles of the
following officials:

a. Administrators
b. Supervisors
c. Specialists.

15« Help supervisors plan training programs for
county Extension staff members in program
planning.

16. Help supervisors conduct training programs for
county lixtension staff members in program
planning.
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17. i-eep informed about the state programming frame-
work including objectives, policies, procedures
and practices.



CHAiTi< III

•UDBUX CH-. «XOS GO OOUNTX

i'his chapter describes some general characteristics

of the 139 county extension agents participating in this

study, l'he participants comprised 96.52 per cent of all

county agents in Kansas Mho had five or more years of

experience in intension.

The data is organized into three categories: (a)

formal educational status of respondents, (b> staff affili-

ation of respondents and (c; respondents' degree of program

contact with supervisors, ~ach category includes two or

more items which are discussed in this chapter.

I. tfUliMAL iflUCATIOMAl STATUS

Formal education is considered to he a major factor

in studying agents' perception of their role in program

planning. As used in this study the term referred to the

highest academic degree obtained by the agents and the

general areas in which degrees were granted.

Highest Jegree Earned

Agents with bachelor's degrees were proportionately

over-represented. The data in Table II show that the
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proportion of agents with bachelor's degrees to those with

Master's degrees is almost seven to one.

TABli II

CGUJJTX uaijJJoIGN AGjJUTS OLkSUMZMM SS
tilQBXST ACADEMIC DiSGiffiii EARNED

Highest degree earned ' number of agents Percentage

Bachelor's degree 121 87

Master's degree 18 13

Total 139 100

General Content --..rea in Jhich
iiighest Degree was earned

The respondents were asfced to indicate the general

content area in which their highest degree was earned,

ouch areas were (1) physical sciences, (2) social sciences,

(3) education, (4) biological sciences, and (5) home

economics.

The data in Table III classifies the agents by these

general content areas. It indicates that more than nine

out of ten earned their degree in education, the biological

sciences, and home economics. Only one agent earned his

degree in physical sciences.
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TABUS III

GiKEHAL CONTENT Ajtiuk IN WHICH HIGHEST
IffiGiiii WAS EAttNliD

' Number !

General content are* of highest degree'. of Percentage
agents

Physical Sciences (chemistry, physics,
mathematics, etc.) 1 1

iocial Sciences (sociology, psychology,
history, Journalism, economics, etc.) 10 7

i<ducation(elementary, secondary,
agricultural and home economics
education, etc.) 47 34

Biological Sciences (botany, zoology,
bacteriology, soil and plant
sciences, and animal sciences, etc.) 54 39

Home .economics (foods and nutrition,
clothing and textiles, etc.) 27 19

Total 139 100

II. STAFF AFFILIATION

In this study, staff affiliation included data on

position on county staff, tenure in extension, size of

county staff, frequency of staff meetings, and major sub-

jects discussed at meetings.

| osition on County Staff

In the Kansas extension Service there are three

main positions for county Extension agents. These are:

(1) county agricultural agent, (2) home economics agent,
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and (3) oounty youth olub agent. Positions as associate

or assistant agents may be found in some counties. The

county agricultural agent has been designated as the direc-

tor of the County Extension Service, by the Oirector of

the Kansas intension Service, to be responsible for coordi-

nating the work of all agents in the county.

The data in Table IV reveal that agricultural agents

made up more than one-half of all county staff positions.

Home economics agents comprise the second largest propor-

tion of positions on the county staff. Comparison of the

three main positions, reveals that for every six agricul-

tural agents there are approximately three home economics

agents and one youth club agent.

TABLi. IV

COUUTI BXTidTSIGN AGiSTS CLASSIFIED bi siap? position

staff position
J
Number

J
Percentage

Agricultural Agent 78 56

Associate Agricultural Agent __

Assistant Agricultural Agent 2 1

Home .economics Agent 40 29

Associate Home economics Agent 1 1

Assistant iiome .economics Agent 2 I

Other (4-H Club Agent) 16 12

Total 139 100
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ila.ior .irea of ^orlt on
the ^ounty itell

Table 7 indicates the distribution or agents in

relation to their major area of responsibility. The classi-

fication was done on the basis oX having devoted 50 per

cent or more of their time on the indicated areas. Over

half the respondents had major responsibility for adult

agricultural education, while almost half as many were

responsible for home economics education. Those responsible

for youth education numbered one-fourth of the agents

engaged in adult agricultural education.

TABLii V

COOHTI JiXIiNdlON AGKNTo CLAooIFIiJ) BI MAJOB
WOHK AHKA OP EiSFONSIBILITX

Major work area

Adult Agricultural education

Adult Home economics Education

louth i&ucatlon (4-H Club)

Total

ienure in Extension

Based on the assumption that increased tenure in

Extension allows for more experience in program planning,

one might hypothesize that tenure is highly associated with

agents' perceptions of their program planning role. The

Number
"

Percentage

78 56

42 30

19 14
- i i

139 100
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data in Table VI classifies the respondents on the basis

of number of years employed as county agents.

Agents with eight to ten years tenure were pro-

portionately over represented. The proportion of agents

with sixteen or more years tenure dropped sharply.

TABLl, VI

COUHTY EXTLHoION AGi.HT3 CLAiiJlFIiiD BY NUKBER 0?
YEARS EMPLOYED A3 A COUHTY EXTiJISION «'0iiKEH

Number of years employed " Number " Percentage

5-7 years

8-10 years

11 - 15 years

16 - 25 years

26 years or more

Total

Jlze of County otaff

The number of persons constituting county staffs

varies among counties from one to more than six persons.

The data in Table VII classifies respondents by the size

of their county staff.

Almost half of the respondents were employed on two-

agent county staffs. The data reveals that eight out of

ten agents were employed on two- or three-agent staffs.

38 27

40 29

32 23

20 14

9

139

7

100
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TABLK VII

COOHTX KIT^JIUK AQ4NT0 CLAJSIFI^D BX NUKBiii
0* AG^NT.3 UN COUNT! STAFFS

Number of agents on county staff ' Number
'

I

1 ereentage

One 6 4

Two 67 48

Three 42 50

Four 9 7

Five 10 7

Six or more

Total

5

139

4

100

*'reguency 21 Jtaff Keetjinfls

As staff size Increases, it is assumed that the need

for interaction among agents increases and problems of

communication, cooperation, and coordination of efforts

increase in number and complexity. Thus one might hypothe-

size that this factor is highly associated with agents'

perception of program planning.

Table VIII reveals that more than seven out of ten

agents were members of staffs that hold weekly conferences.

Less than two out of ten agents had no regular staff meet-

ing schedule.
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TABLi. VIII

COUNT! iXTiiSSION A0jJ"T3 CLA3JIFIKD BX ffBi,.vUiJlCI WITH
WHICH RJs.OOLA.ii COOHTI iiXTiiHiluN 3TAJ?P MSiiTIHOo

AHL HLXD

i-iegularity of staff meetings

Weekly

~very two weeks

iwery three weeks

Konthly

Other

Total

Number* Percentage

101 73

12 9

2 1

5 3

19 14

139 100

*^a,1 or -iub.lecta host frequently
JisLscussed in Jtaff Meetings

if one assumes that frequency of staff meetings is

highly associated with agents' perception of program plan-

ning, one might also hypothesize that major subjects dis-

cussed in staff meetings likewise are associated with

agents' perception.

Table IX indicates the major subjects discussed as

well as the percentage of respondents that mentioned each

subject as being discussed. As the data reveals, about

seven or eight out of ten agents mentioned that two major

subjects were discussed: (a) planning and discussing

future county programs, and (b) reviewing scheduled events.

Very few agents mentioned other matters discussed.
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table: ix

coontx sxtlinsion agents cla^ipi^d bi majoh
SDBJiiCTo MOST K2i,.Jfe-NTLX DlaCUSiBU IN

oTAW li-iiTINGo

Major subjects discussed
'Number

who i

each

(of agents!
nentioned
subject)

Percentage

Planning and discussing
future county programs 116 83

Reviewing scheduled events 94 68

Evaluation of county
program efforts 2 1

County budget matters 4 3

Coordination of personnel
within programs 10 7

County office management

—

including secretarial
scheduling 12 9

lublic relations 2 1

III. PiiGGiUri CONTACT

An effort was made to identify and analyze the kinds

of program contacts that respondents have had during their

tenure in Extension. Specific information was obtained

concerning their participation in formal program planning

course work and the kinds and degree of program contact

which they had with their supervisors.
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iartlclpatlon la formal
± lanainK Courses

The respondents were asked to Indicate whether they

had completed a formal course or courses in program plan-

ning in which academic credit was given. Ai indicated in

Table X, nearly eight agents out of ten had no participa-

tion in program planning courses.

CCUJJTX £TEEN3IGN AGiiHTo OLioili'IbD Br COMfliHOH
OS POHMAL CGU&3E3 IS PliOOiUK PLANNING

:

%l™!d i!™^ in
' »«»*« '

i •rentagerrogram rlanning

us 30 22

Ho 109 78

Total 139 100

i.ind and J'reouency of Program
Contacts with jupervlsora

A major aspect of the role of extension supervisors

is that of helping county agents acquire an understanding

of and become proficient in applying basic program planning

principles and concepts. In performing this aspect of

their role, supervisors generally employ a number of methods.

Table A.I presents some measure of agents' program

contact with supervisors to help analyze agents' perception

of their program planning role.
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TABLii XI

COUNT* iiXTaNSIuN AGisJJTJ CLAo^IFIiJ Br KZJD AH0 FRi^UiSNCT
0? i'KOGilAM CONTACTS WITH SOThHVIoORB DURING PAST ISAH

Ainds of program
planning contact
with supervisors

Jegree of contact—percentage

. Jeldom .Occasionally; Frequently
Never; (1-2 per J C 5-5 per ' (6 or more

year) .' year) per year)

Visited by
supervisors 12

Telephoned by
supervisors 38

Written to by
supervisors 8

Agents visited
supervisors 16

Agents telephoned
supervisors 32

Agents wrote to
supervisors 13

Agents participated
in in-service
training with
the supervisors 5

Agents received
special circulars
about program
planning from
supervisors 8

48 37 3

37 21 4

26 34 32

56 25 3

40 25 3

30 36 21

33

24

37

25

25

43
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Agents were contacted by their supervisors most fre-

quently by letters and circulars, while personal visits was

a method seldom used. Participation in in-service training

and writing letters were about equally used by agents to

contact their supervisors about program planning. Visiting

supervisors was a method seldom used.

Helpfulness of Irograa Contact

Respondents were asked to indicate how helpful was

the contact with their supervisors in regard to planning.

Data in Table XII reveal that eight out of ten agents felt

that such a contact was either very helpful or helpful.

One out of ten agents felt that their contact with their

supervisors was of little or no help.

TABLE XII

COUNTr JsXTiJBION AGMT3 CLASSHTIiiD ON THB BA3I3 OS HOW
HaLPPUL PSOGEAK CONTACTS FROM SUPfcHVIJOko BATX PKW

Helpfulness of contacts ' Number j Percentage

Very helpful 51 35

Helpful 53 3a

oome help 23 17

Of little help 10 8

Not helpful 2 2

Total I39 100
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Degree of Program Contact
with supervisors

To determine the degree or program contact agents

had with supervisors during the past year, a weighted

numerical score for eaoh person was computed, iersons

having scores ranging from 50-37 were rated high with

respect to degree of supervisory program contact j 25-29,

medium; and 0-24, low.

Table XIII reveals that one-half of the agents were

ranked high in the degree of supervisory oontaot. Slightly

more than one-third were ranked medium in degree of program

contact, and very few were ranked low.

TABXL, XIII

COUNT* £XT£NBI0B AGxJJTo OUSSQUI BI D-liGRii* Of
PROGRAM CONTACT WITH THiilR oUPJiKVItiOR3

DURING Tflz PAST XiAE

Degree of contact
j
Number jPercentage

High 70 50

Medium 46 35

I-ov 21 15

Total 139 100

ier cent of Working Time
Jevoted to -Program -Manning

Assuming that the amount of time agents devote to

program planning might he an indication of the importance
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they assign to this activity, the respondents were asked

to indicate the approximate percentage or their total work-

ing time devoted to program planning.

Table JilV reveals that only three out of ten agents

devoted 9 or less per cent of their time to planning. Over

half of the agents devoted 10-13 per cent of their time,

14 per cent devoted 20-29 per cent, 4 per cent devoted

30-39 p«r cent and one agent devoted 40 or more per cent of

his time to program planning.

TABLE, 1IV

CuUHTI £XTJiN3I0H AGiiOTS CLASSIFIED BI APFROilMATii
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXTiJfoION WORKING TIME

DEVOTED TO PROGRAM PLAHNIHG

:Approximate percentage of _
working time j

BuiBD«r ' Percentage

9 par cent or less 42 30

10-19 per cent 71 51

20-29 per cent 19 14

30-39 per cent 6 4

40 per cent or more 1 l

Total 139 100
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SUMtUBI

This chapter has described selected characteristics

or the 139 county extension agents who participated in this

study. The data presented reveal the following facts:

1. The 139 respondents constituted 96.52 per cent

of all the county intension agents who had five or more

years tenure.

2. eighty-seven per cent held Bachelor's degrees

only, while 13 per cent held Master's degrees.

3. flinety-two per cent had earned their degrees in

education, biological sciences and home economics. iight

per cent had been awarded degrees in social sciences and

physical sciences.

4. Fifty-six per cent of the respondents were agri-

cultural agents. One per cent were assistant agricultural

agents. Twenty-nine per cent were home economics agents,

1 per cent assistant, and 1 per cent associate home econom-

ics agents. Twelve per cent were 4-H club agents.

5. i'ifty-six per cent of the agents Indicated that

they spend more than 50 per cent of their time on adult

agricultural education; 30 per cent, on adult home eco-

nomics education; 1* per cent, on youth (4-H) education.

6. Twenty-seven per cent of the respondents had

five to seven years tenure in iuctension; 29 per cent, eight
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to ten years; 25 per cent, eleven to fifteen years; 1* per

cent, sixteen to twenty-five years; and 7 per cent, twenty-

six or more years of tenure in extension.

7- fifty-two per cent were members of county

Extension staffs that bad one or two agents. Tbirty per

cent were members of three-agent staffs, and 18 per cent

were members of more than three-agent staffs.

8. oeventy-tbree per cent indicated tbat they held

weekly meetings. Thirteen per cent held meetings every

two to four weeks while 14 per cent were members of staffs

tbat did not bold regularly scheduled staff meetings.

9« Eighty-three per cent of the agents mentioned

tbat planning and discussing a future county program was

the subject most frequently discussed in staff meetings,

oixty-eigbt per cent mentioned that reviewing scheduled

events was the subject they discussed most.

10. Twenty-two per cent of the responients nave bad

formal course work in program planning.

11. Eighty-eight per cent of the agents had been

visited by their supervisors for program planning work dur-

ing the past year. Ninety-two per cent received letters

and 38 per cent were never telephoned by their supervisors

on matters concerning program planning.

12. Eighty-four per cent of the agents visited

their supervisors for program guidance. Eighty-seven per
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oent of the respondents bad program planning contacts with

their supervisors by writing to then and 95 per cent by

participating in in-service training meetings.

11. Program contact through telephone was not used

often by supervisors or agents.

14. Ninety-eight per cent of the agents felt that

the program contact with their supervisors was helpful.

15> fifty per cent of the agents were classified as

having a high degree of program planning contact with their

supervisors; 35 per cent, medium ; and 15 per cent, low.

16. .Thirty per oent of the agents devoted 9 per cent

or less of total extension working time to program planning;

51 per cent, devoted 10-19 per cent. Nineteen per cent of

the agents devoted 20 per cent or more of their time on

program planning.



CHAPTKH IV

AN ANALISI3 OF COUNTY KXT^KSIOK AOi-NTd'

PERCEPTION OF THilH PROGRAM

PLANNING RULE

This study is concerned with the role of county

agents in helping formulate and agree upon a statewide pro-

gram planning framework. This implies that tasks related

to the philosophy, objectives, general policies, procedures

including allocation of resources, definition of roles of

various persons in the process and methods for equipping

professional staff for their roles, should receive top

emphasis by all agents.

A major purpose of this study was to determine the

perception county agents have of their program planning

role. To accomplish this objective, a functional program

model was formulated from relevant literature.

This chapter presents an analysis of 139 county

extension agents' perceptions of their role in program plan-

ning. Oata include: (a) agents' perception of the rela-

tive importance and performance assigned to seventeen pro-

gram planning tasks; (b) major obstacles encountered by

agents in performing tasks associated with the six program

planning phases, and (c) relative ranking assigned to vari-

ous Extension staff members concerning the amount of
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assistance in program planning provided to county agents.

This information was obtained in an interview questionnaire

in which they were requested tot

1. Indicate whether each task comprised part of

their role in program planning}

2. Indicate the degree of importance they felt

ought to be associated with each task; and

5. Appraise their performance of each task.

The following scale was employed to determine the

degree of importance associated with each task:

Very important (5.0)

Important (*.0)

Slightly important (3.0)

Unimportant (2.0)

Undecided (1.0)

The respondents' performance of each task was

recorded on the following scale:

Excellent (5.0)

Good (4.0)

lair (3.0)

Poor (2.0)

Not at all (1.0)

^tatlatical treatment of Jata

The data were tabulated for eaoh program planning

task according to responses obtained. Percentage
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distributions were computed for each task.

The mean weighted scores were computed to emphasise

the difference between agents' perceived importance and

performance of each task. This was accomplished by multi-

plying the number of respondents in each category by the

scale value, adding the products of the five categories and

then dividing by the total number of respondents. This

process was applied to each of the seventeen tasks.

The agents were also asked to indicate the obstacles

they had encountered in carrying out the tasks in formu-

lating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for the pro-

gram planning process. Raj or obstacles and the percentage

experiencing them were determined by:

1. establishing from a random sample of completed

questionnaires the more frequently cited obstacles;

2. Counting the number of respondents who had

encountered each of the obstacles.

The respondents were also asked to rank four groups

of extension staff members on the basis of the amount of

assistance received from them in performing tasks associ-

ated with formulating and agreeing upon a statewide program

planning process, otaff groups ranked included: (a) admin-

istrators, (b) supervisors, (o) specialists, and (d) county

staff members.
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I. AGiJlTS' ACCEFTASCB OJ? FHOGHAM

PLA.HKIHO TASKS

Data in Table XV show that agents included all of

the suggested tasks in formulating and agreeing upon a

statewide framework for Extension program planning as part

of their program planning role. In six instances accept-

ance of tasks by agents was below the 75 per cent level.

About seven out of ten agents felt that task twelve,

"assist appropriate state Extension staff members in formu-

lating statewide policies to guide the program planning

process in the state," and task thirteen, "assisting appro-

priate state Extension staff members in developing a gen-

eral statewide procedure for program planning," were part

of their role.

Task fourteen which contained three parts and was

concerned with the definition of staff members' role in

planning was rated lowest in relative acceptance. About

four out of ten agents felt that their program planning

included assisting state staff members in defining the pro-

gram role of extension administrators, while almost six out

of ten agents felt they should help define program planning

roles for supervisors, oeven out of ten agents felt they

should help define such roles for subject matter specialists.

While eight out of ten agents felt they should "help
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supervisors plan training programs for county extension

staff members in program planning" (task fifteen), only six

out of ten agents felt they should "help supervisors conduct

such training programs" (task sixteen).

II. TASK. IMPOitTAJJCi, AMI) PEHPOHMAKCi!

The agents' perception of the importance and perform-

ance of each task, as stated, was converted into mean

weighted scores and are presented in Table XV. The over-

all rank is presented in the same table.

The respondents in this study were (1) agricultural

agents, (2) home economics agents, and (3) 4-H club agents.

A mean weighted score for each respondent group was deter-

mined for each task (Tables XXIX and XXX, Appendix B).

These tables show the over-all rank order of importance and

performance of the seventeen tasks along with the over-all

mean weighted score for each task. The task relationship

of each respondent group to the over-all ranking is also

revealed by each table along with corresponding mean weighted

scores.

As shown in Table XV, the tasks having mean weighted

scores of 5.0 were rated very important while those having

a score of 4-4.9 were considered important. Tasks having

scores of 3-3.9 were classified as of slight importance.

Based on this classification, nine of the seventeen tasks
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were perceived to be important or higher for agents to per-

form in formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework

for Extension program planning. Nine tasks were viewed as

being between slightly important and important, while task

fourteen (a) was considered to be less than slightly

important.

As the data reveal in Table XV, there is some varia-

tion in agents' perceived performance of the seventeen

tasks. In all oases the respondents' peroeived performance

of each task was lower than the degree of importance

assessed to them. Only task four, "understanding how the

various parts (agriculture, home economics and 4-fl club

work) of the county intension program relate to each other,"

was rated between good and excellent in performance. Tasks

three and fourteen (a) were rated as having been performed

between not at all and poor. Tasks nine, ten, eleven,

twelve, thirteen, fourteen (b) and (o), fifteen and sixteen

were performed between poor and fair. All other tasks were

rated as having been performed fair to good.

A rank difference coefficient of correlation (rho)

was calculated to determine the degree of relationship

between the rank order of importance and performance of the

seventeen tasks, as perceived by the total number of respond-

ents. The formula . 1 _
6 ^ ^ was used to

'
NCM2 - 1)
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determine rho. She letter o xy is the coefficient of
^" 2correlation, iC ig the sum of the squared differences

in ranks of paired scores, and I is the number of pairs of

soores. The value of yo would be equal to -1.0 if the rank

order of the paired values was directly reversed. If there

were no relationship at all, the value of p would equal 0.

The coefficient of correlation derived from the comparison

of task importance and performance was (p m .78). This

relatively high correlation would seem to indicate that a

close relationship existed between the degree of importance

placed on a particular task by the agents and the degree of

performance.

A rank difference coefficient of correlation (rho)

was also determined for, (1) agricultural agents to home

economics agents as to importance, (2) home economics

agents to 4-H club agents as to importance, (3) agricultural

agents to 4-H club agents as to importance, (4) agricultural

agents to home economics agents as to performance, ($) home

economics agents to 4-H club agents as to performance, and

(6) agricultural agents to 4-H club agents as to performance.

Hank orders from Tables XXIX and XXX were used to make these

comparisons.

I. Franols Hummel, An Introduction to Research ineducation (Sew York: Harper and brothers, T?ySJ, "
pp. 183—185.
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Importance lerformance

Agricultural agents— Agricultural agents—
Home economics agents » .96 Home economics agents - .95

Home economics agents— Home economies agents

—

H-'d club agents - .89 *-H •*«* agents • .92

Agricultural agents— Agricultural agents—
4-H club agents - .98 *-H club agents - .9*

The analysis revealed that there was a high correla-

tion of the importance agents placed on tasks. There was

a comparatively lower correlation in the degree of con-

sensus between home economics agents and 4-H club agents.

Correlations for performance appear to be equally

high.

Sxom this analysis one might conclude that there was

a high degree of consensus between the various groups of

agents as to the way they perceived importance and perform-

ance of their program planning tasks.

III. MAJOR OBSTACLE ENCOUNTERED BI AGENTS

In anticipating agents' appraisal of their perform-

ance of the suggested tasks it was felt it would be helpful

to know what major obataoles agents had encountered in

carrying out the seventeen program planning tasks. The

data in Table XVI identify the six obstacles cited most

frequently. "Crowded schedule or lack of time" was the

most frequently mentioned obstacle, fiore than one-half of
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TABLE XVI

HAJOE OBoTACL^ r.lWuUBTEBlSJ) BX ACkiHTo IS PBBBOaMHG
TAa&i IH FOBMULATIHG AJJJ AGBiiJSIiia UPCM A 3JATBJIDE

FBAMBWOBIC FOB £XTisH3IGN PHOGBAM PLANNING

Major obstacles
Percentage
experiencing Bank order

|
each obstacle .

Crowded schedule and/or
lack of tine. 55

Limited contact with
administrative and super-
visory staffs. 36

Lack of agent training
and "know-how". 22

Limited opportunities for
county workers to influence
state program planning
framework. 22

Poor communications
between supervisors and
county staff8. 18

Lack of coordination between
county, district and state
program efforts. 9

2.5

2.5

the agents cited this item. Ilore than one-third of the

agents cited "limited contact with administrative and

supervisory staffs" as the second most frequently encoun-

tered obstacle. About one-fifth of the agents cited "lack

of agent training and "know-how" and "limited opportunities

for county workers to influence state program planning

framework" as the next obstacle. "Poor communications
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between supervisors and county staff", the fifth obstacle

to program planning, was cited by less than one-fifth of

the agents, i'he sixth obstacle agents encountered in per-

forming their tasks, was "lack of coordination between

county, district and state program efforts." i'his was

cited by 9 par cent of the agents.

IV. PROGRAM ASoIalivNCi!. tUiCiIVi.0 FROM

EXTiNSIoJt &B&SI KJJ1BEB3

Jata in Table XVII show how respondents ranked

administrative, supervisory, specialist and county staff

members in terms of assistance received in performing this

aspect of their program planning role.

supervisory staff members were ranked first in terms

of assistance provided agents in performing tasks in formu-

lating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for exten-

sion program planning, specialist staff members were

ranked second followed by county and administrative staff

members

.

The summations of the total ranked scores indicate

almost no differences between the second and third ranked

groups as contrasted to wide differences between the first

and second, and the third and fourth ranked groups.

It appears from the findings of this study, that

agents received the greatest amount of assistance in
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formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for

Extension program planning from their supervisors} a lesser

but almost equal amount of assistance from specialist and

county staff members and the least assistance from

administrators.

TABLE XVII

EXTENSION STAFF MEMBERS RANKED BI AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE

PROVIDED TO AGENTS IN PERFORMING TASKS IN FORMULATING
AND AGREEING UPON A STATEWIDE FRAMEWORK FOE

EXTENSION PROGRAM PLANNING

•Summation; over_,„ mm . Ranking ,of total \ 11 u.
Staff members : Z ' ranked * _~T

1
J

2 ] 5 \
4

;
scores !

rank
?

Administrative
'

. _-

staff 10 10 24 56 ^8 4 .21

Supervisory staff 50 22 22 6 229 1

Specialist staff 12 46 28 14 504 2

County staff 28 22 26 24 509 5

•This value refers to the agreement among the four

groups ranked.

Kendall's
2 rank order correlation test, which can be

applied to data comprised of three or more sets of ranks

was used to measure the relation among these rankings. The

2Sidney Siegel, Konparametrlc Statistics for the

Behavioral _,cience3 (New Xork: McGraw-Hill BookCompany,
Inc., Iff*), pp. 229-259.
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coefficient of concordance W, provides a descriptive meas-

ure of the agreement between the sets of ranks. The formula

for this is, S
V - -—-

1/12 K^(N5 - N)

where 3 « sum of squares of the observed deviations from

the meant K - number of sets of rankings, that is, the

number of judgesj N » number of entitles (objects or

individuals) ranked} 1/12 £2(u' - H) - maximum possible

sum of the squared deviations, that is, the sum J which

would occur with perfect agreement among K rankings.

The W value of the measure of this association was

.21.



CHAPasa v

?ACT0H3 A3oOCIiTED WITH COUHTr ia.XiiN3I0H

xamis' PijiiCM'Tiou of thsih

PHOGEAM PLaHHIHG HOLE

An analysis of 139 county agents' perception of

their program role was given in Chapter IV. It described

the program planning tasks which agents felt they should

perform, the degree of importance assigned to each task,

and their perceived performance of the tasks. The purpose

was to present an overview of county agents* program plan-

ning role as they perceived it.

The concept that perception is related to the experi-

ence of the individual establishes a basis for predicting

that the respondents' perception of their role may be

associated with the following nine experience-oriented

factors:

1. County position held;

2. Number of agents on a county staff;

3. length of agents' tenure in iixtension;

*• Percentage of working time devoted to program

planning;

5- Level of formal education;

6. Major content area in which highest degree was

earned;
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7. Frequency of county staff meetings;

8. Formal course work In program planning; and

9. degree of program contact with supervisors.

These factors are termed independent variables and

perception was termed a dependent variable to show

relationships.

This chapter presents an analysis of the association

of these factors with agents' perception of the importance

of program planning tasks included in the study.

I. ISUSKiHiJlsNT VA3IABLE3 AHD

THEIii IgTiJHRSUTIOHSHIPS

In order to interpret the correlation between the

perception (dependent variable) and the nine independent

variables, it was first necessary to determine which of the

Independent variables were intercorrelated, and to what

degree.

The contingency coefficient was computed to show

the size and direction of the interrelationships of the

independent variables.

According to Jiegelt

The contingency coefficient C is a measure of the
extent of association or relation between two sets of
attributes. It is uniquely useful when we have only
categorical (nominal scale) information about one or
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both sets of these attributes.

k contingency coefficient may be computed from a

2x2 table, a 2 x 5 table, a 3 x 3 table or any i. x r

table. la aucb a table, we may eater expected frequencies

for each cell by determining what frequencies would occur

if there were no association or correlation between the

two variables. The larger the discrepancy between these

expected values aad the observed cell values, the larger

is the degree of association between the two variables aad

thus the higher is the value of C.

It is important to note that does not attain unity

or one, when the variables show complete depeadeaoe oa each

other. It is therefore, difficult to iaterpret but there

is ao other simple statistic to measure associations in a

X x r table.

The degree of association betweea two sets of attri-

butes, whether orderable or not, aad irrespective of the

nature of the variable (it may be either continuous or

discrete or of the uaderlyiag distributioa of the attribute

(the population distribution may be normal or any other

shape), may be found from a coatiageacy table of the

13idney Siegel, ftoaparametric statistics for the
Behavioral ocieaoes (New York: McGraw-Hill 3ook Company,

. ..... I [-:., ... UK
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frequencies toys / x

" V I t x2

In order to compute C, one first oomputes the value

of x (Greek chi) and then inserts the value into the

formula given above.*

Table XVIII shows (C) values between pairs of

independent variables.

The researcher has chosen arbitrarily to describe

associations which were important and had high values as

well to this study, i'he most important associations had

values above .15 and this was considered therefore an

important or meaningful level for this study.

County losltion Held

County staff position was highly associated with

(a) number of agents on county staff; (b) length of agents'

tenure in intension; (o) percentage of working time devoted

to program planning; (d) major content area in which the

higher degree was earned; (e) frequency of staff meetings,

and (f) degree of program contact with supervisors.

The agricultural agents were more likely to be mem-

bers of a county staff having one to three agents, followed

2
Ibid., p. 197.

3lbld . . pp. 104-109.
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by the home economics agents and the 4-H club agents

respectively (Table XXXI, Appendix C). The C value of

association was .27.

More than one-half, 57 par cent, of the home eco-

nomics agents, and slightly over one-half, 51 per cent, of

the agricultural agents had eight to fifteen years tenure.

The 4-H club agents were more likely to have five to seven

years tenure. However, agricultural agents were compara-

tively more likely to have had sixteen or more years

tenure, followed by the home economics and the 4-H club

agents respectively (Table XXXII, Appendix C). The C

value of association was .19*

The home economics agents were devoting more time

to program planning than the agricultural or 4-H club

agents (Table XXXIII, Appendix C). The C value was .26.

Agricultural agents were more likely to hold their

higiiest degree in biological or physical sciences than

education or social sciences. The home economics agents

were more likely to be majors in home economics than edu-

cation and social scienoes. The 4-H club agents were more

likely to be majors in biological or physical sciences than

education and social sciences. The C value was .61, a very

high association (Table XXXV, Appendix C).

More than four-fifths, 84 per cent, of the 4-H club

agents were members of a staff which held weekly meetings,
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while four-fifths of the agricultural agents were members

of a similar staff. Of the home economics agents, more

than one-half, 55 per cent, held weekly meetings while

almost one-third, 31 per cent, had no regular time for

holding their meetings. The C value of the association

was .33 (Table XJUVI, Appendix C).

Number of Agents on County Jtaff

The data in Table XXX, Appendix B, show that the

number of agents on the county staff was highly associated

with county position held. The C value of association was

Length of Agents' Tenure
in intension

Agents' tenure was associated with formal education

and formal course work in program planning.

Agents with eight to fifteen years of tenure were

more likely to hold Master's degrees than those having five

to seven years, or sixteen or more years of tenure

(Table XLVII, Appendix C). The value of the association

was .21.

Agents with sixteen or more years of tenure were

more likely to have completed a formal course in program

planning than those having five to seven years, or sixteen

or more years of tenure. They were followed by those agents
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who had eight to fifteen years of tenure (Table I,

Appendix 0). Xhe C value was .16.

i-eroentaKe of .orpins Time
Oevoted to Program x lannlng

i'here was a high association between this factor

and (a) degree of program contact with supervisors (C .51);

(b) county position held (C - .26) and (o) major content

area in which highest degree was earned (C - .24).

The agents who spent 9 P«r cent or less of their

tine on program planning had higher degree of contact with

their supervisor than ttiose who devoted 10-19 P«r cent or

20 per oent or more of their time on this activity (Table LVI,

Appendix C). The C value of association was .31.

A higher percentage of agents who had 9 per cent or

less of their total time on program planning had their

highest degree in education or social sciences while a

higher percentage of the agents who spent 10-19 per cent

or 20 per cent or more of their time on this activity had

their degrees in biological or physical sciences. Seven

per oent of the agents who devoted 9 per oent or less of

their time to program planning had their degree in home

economics. About one-third of the agents, 34 per cent, who

devoted 20 per cent or nore on this activity had their

degree in home economics (Table LIII, Appendix C). The

value was .24.
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Levi o£ formal education

Level of formal education was associated with length

of tenure in -jctension. The C value of association was

.21 (Table XLVII, appendix C).

A lower association was that with major content area

in which highest degree was earned, (0 .16). Agents who

had their Master's degrees were more likely to have majors

in education and social sciences than biological and

physical sciences or home economics (Table LVII, Appendix C).

"a.1pr Content «xea in. Which
niKhest Degree j i.arnedlewcee was uarnid

A second aspect of formal education pertained to the

major content area in which the highest degree was earned.

The six categories to which the agents responded were com-

bined into three groups.

1. Biological and physical sciences (chemistry,

physios, mathematics, botany, soology, biology, bacteriology,

soil and plant sciences, and animal sciences);

2. Mucation and social sciences (elementary,

secondary, agricultural, home economics, and axteneion

education, sociology, psychology, history, Journalism,

economics and anthropology) j and

3. Home economics (foods and nutrition, clothing

and textiles, etc.).

This factor is highly associated with (a) county
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position held (C - .61) $ (b) frequency of count/ staff

meetings (C » .30); (c) degree of program contact with

supervisors (C « .28); and (d) level of formal education

(C - .16).

The agents who had their degrees in biological and

physical sciences were more likely to hold weekly staff

meetings. They were followed by agents who had education

and social sciences and home economics as their majors

(Table LXI, Appendix C).

Those agents who had their degree in biological and

physical sciences had more program contact with their super-

visors than those who had their majors in other areas

(Table LXIII, Appendix C).

ft»flS*B
c
-7 $£ JvWto

Frequency of staff meetings was associated with

(a) county position held (C - .33); and (b) major content

area in which the highest degree was earned (C - .30). 3ee

description of Tables XXXVI and LXI.

formal Course. Work in
trOKram Planning

This factor, as data in Table XVIII show, had no

high association with any other variable.
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Degree of Program Contact
with Jupervisors

Data In Table ZVIII show that the degree of program

contact was associated with (a) percentage of working time

devoted to program planning (C - .31) j (b) major content

area in which highest degree was earned (0 - .28) t and

(o) county position held.

II. HELATIGNSHIPS OF INDEPENDENT VAHIABLE3

TO COUNT! i-XTLNSION AGENTS

'

PEHCEPTION OF THEIR PHOGHAM

PLANNING HOLE

It appears logical to assume that administrators can

function more effectively if they know the relationships

that exist between selected background factors and their

staffs' perception of program planning. Through such know-

ledge, Jixtension administrators and supervisors can better

determine how to improve the program planning process.

Data relating to each of nine characteristics were

analysed according to the comparative proportion of the

respondents within three importance groups described below.

The respondents were asked to Indicate the degree of

importance they felt ought to be associated with each task.

The following scale was employed to determine the degree of

importance associated with each task:
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very important (5.0)

Important (4.0)

-.lightly important (5.0)

Unimportant (2.0)

Undecided (1.0)

respondents were grouped into three importance

groups called high, medium, and low. The grouping was based

upon computed over-all importance scores of agents for

seventeen program planning tasks. Importance scores ranged

from 1 to 5«

Twenty-one agents with composite importance scores

ranging from 4.41 to 5.00 were considered as the high

importance group, i'orty-two agents with scores ranging

from 3*91 to 4.40 were considered as the medium importance

group. The remaining seventy-six with scores from 0-3.90

were considered as the low importance group. Percentage

frequency distributions which show respondents' perceived

degree of importance of program planning tasks are shown

in the tables that follow.

The contingency coefficient 0, was computed to show

the degree of association between independent variables and

elements of perception. The higher the value of 0, the

larger is the degree of association, Statistical measures

were used to help the researcher determine the degree of

association between independent variables and between
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independent and dependent variables. No probability tests

were used since this study covered 97 per cent of the

actual population—agents who had five or more years of

experience in program planning, and who had been employed

as Extension agents during the past five years.

Jiach county staff position was identified with a

title. The respondents defined staff position in terms of

major areas of responsibility to which respondents devoted

50 per cent or more of their time. The three general

classifications that resulted were (a) adult agricultural

education, (b) adult home economics education, and (c)

youth (4-H club) education.

As the data in Table XIX reveal, the association of

county staff position with agents' perceptions of the

importance of their role in formulating and agreeing upon

a statewide framework of program planning process is

(C - .17).

As indicated in this table about one-half of the

agents of each staff position concerned, were classified in

the "low" importance category, uf the agents having agri-

cultural eduoation as their major responsibility only one

out of ten were classified in the "high" importance cate-

gory. A greater proportion of agents concerned with youth
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education were in the "high" importance category, followed

by the agents concerned with home economics.

TABLi, i-Ii

AQjiMTo' fjiHCirlluw Oil' TKa UttOriT^Cii OP THblii dOLi. IS
FORMULATING AND AGR&EINO UPON A STATEWIDE FRAMEWORK

»Oii PROGRAM PLANNING, BX MAH POSITION

County [Number! r^222tl ' Total '

2 «

staff i of :

(percentage) . per_ , %2 , c
position : agents: Hlgh

|
^diuB j^,,

:centage: :

Adult
agri.
education 78 11 51 58 100 4.14 .17

Adult
home
education 42 19 29 52 100

Xouth
education
(4-H club) 19 26 32 42 100

C - .17 (x
2

- 4.14)

• Perception bjt Jize

Data in Table XX reveal that a greater proportion of

those agents working on four to five agent county staff were

in the high importance group as compared to those who were

working on smaller size county staff. Almost one-half of

the agents working on a four to five agent county staff

were in the "medium" importance group while more than one-

half of the agents working on one to three agent county
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staffs ware in the "lew" Importance group. All agents

working on a six or more county staff ware In the 'low"

importance group. The aaaoclation value was (C - .24).

:ou os THi, iKFoansc* or mia bcl*. ih
,_j AGa^I.a UPCM a STAZ&UZDa f&AMEW'OaX

102 EXTUJilON PHGQaAM PLA3HISG, Bf
3I2& Of COUNT! 3lAJf?

Nuaber of
agents on
county
staff

.Mttaberx Importance

, 7«?i (percentags)

| agents.
HlsB

|
K,aiun > Low :centage|

: Total >

per- i

One to
three

four to
fire

Six or
aore

115 1* 29 57 100

19 21 47 32 100

5 — — 100 100

b.4£- .24

C - .24

Tenure in extension

(x* - 8.46)

tenure in ^ytonsiofl

The assumption that increased tenure in Extension

allows for aore experience in program planning, guides one

to the hypothesis that tenure is highly associated with

agents' perception of their role in program planning. Data

la Table iXI repeal that a greater proportion of agents with

fire to seven years of tenure were in the "high" importance

category as coopered to agents with eight to fifteen, or
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sixteen or more years of tenure. The association value was

(C - .14).

XftBLi, XXI

AG*JJT3' Pi^CJSFTIOiN' OS Mi. IMPOiiTiiSOii 01" JHilii aOLii IN
lOHMULATING AHD AGEL.EIJJG UPON A STAESWIDfi FRAMEWORK

FOB KSilSlOa tfROGRAW ti^mxm, BX
TJiHUHi IM EXTENSION

Tenure
in

extension

t Total
i per-

5-7 years

8-15 years

16 or more
years

: Number:' Importance

ot . (percentage)

agents;
Hlgh t^^i ^ centage

38 21 21 58 100

72 13 33 5* 100

2
x :

2.83 .14

29 14 3* 52 100

C - .14 (*•* . 2.63)

isentfi' ^eroeptjon by leroentag.
o_f liae ~>pent on Frorepaa j 1,

Oata in Table XXII reveal that no matter how much of

their time agents spent in program planning they tended to

fall in the low importance group. The association value

was (C - .14).

Agents' rerceotlon by
normal ..ducation

It was assumed that formal education might be asso-

ciated with the agents* perception of their program planning

role (Table XXIII). The data provide support for this

association (C - .16). Those agents who had Master's
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degrees expressed somewhat higher importance of the program

planning role than did those having Bachelor's degrees.

TABLE XXII

AGENTS' PERCEPTION OF THE IMPORTANCE Of THEIR HOLE IN
FORMULATING /iNJ AGREEING UPON A 3TATSWUB mjONOMJL

FOR EXTENSION PROGRAM PLANNING, BX F^JiCEHTAGE OP
TIME SPENT ON PROGRAM PLANNING

Percentage
j Number j Importance

of time ;

"~"r
; (percentage)

spent on .

' ———————

—

program ; agents: Hlgh |Me4ium j Low
planning

Total
per-

centage

9 per cent
or less

10-19 per
cent

20-40 per
cent

42 12 24 64 100 2.92 .14

71 19 32 49 100

26 11 35 54 100

.14 7? - 2.92)

TABLE XXIII

aGaHT-' P££CKraXOB OP THE IMPORTANCE OP THEIR ROLE IN
FOHMULATIMG AND AGREEING UPON A STATEWIDE FRAMEWORK

POH £XTENJlL'N 1A0GRAM PLANNING BI LEV-L OP
FORMAL EDUCATION

Level of t ifumber
formal : of
education : agents

Importance , ,!,-<.. , .

<•>
; p£ ; ** ;

Bachelor's
degree 121 14 29

Master's
degree 16 13 44

C - .16

High JKediunj Low ;

c«nta8«|

57 100 3.80 .16

33 100

(x
2

- 3.80)
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Agents ' Jt-erceptlon by i*!a.1or

Content Area In which ttlreaeet
Degree was -arned

Data In Table XXIV revealed that county agents hav-

ing degrees in home economics expressed higher importance

of their programming role as compared to agents that had

their degrees in education and social sciences or biological

and physical sciences. The association of this variable to

agents' perception was (C .14).

tabu, xxiv

AGMTo' PJSKCliPTIGW OF THc IHPOaTAflCil OF ffiiilH fi&Li IN
FORMULATING k8Q AGRiiKING UPON A ciTATi»'IJ)£i FRAMiwOitK
FOBt EXTENSION PKOGliAM PLANNING, BX CONTENT AHKA IB

WHICH HIGHh^T OJiGHEii WA3 EARNED

Content area.
in which Number
highest of
degree 'agents
earned

Importance
(percentage) Total

per-

High! Medium JLowi
c«ataSe

Biological 3t

physical
sciences 55 15 29 56

Education &
social
scienoes 57 14 26 60

Home
economics 27 18 41 41

100

100

100

2.80 .14

.14 (x2 - 2.80)
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Agents ' j-erception b£ jJegree
of Contact with oupervisors

A higher percentage of county agents who had no

regular meeting time indicated higher importance of their

program planning role than dii the agents who held regular

meetings. As l'able XZf shows, almost all groups had equal

percentage in low importance group. The association value

was (C - .09).

TABU! XV

AGiSTi' PiaCSPTIQU OF THi, IMPOaTANCS 0? THilii ROLB IS
FOHMULATING ANO AGRiiiiING UPOH A oTATJiWIOB FRAMEWORK

FOR BXTiJJSION PROGRAM PLAHHING, fll

FRESNO* OF 3TAFF MhKTINOi

Frequency
of staff
meetings

: Number

i

: of i

: agents:
: :

Importance
(percentage)

High jl'iediumj Low

i Total : p
: per- : x
: centage

:

| :

I c
1

Weekly 101 15 30 55 100 1.33 .09

tivry 2-4
weeks 19 10 37 53 100

Ho regular
meeting
time 19 20 27 53 100

C - .09 (x
2

- 1-33)
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Agents ' Perception by Completion
of i'ormal"

"

"Courae Vork in
Irogram ilannlng

—

Table XXVI shows that agents who had completed formal

course work in program planning indicated slightly higher

importance of their role in program planning than did the

agents who had not completed it. The association value

was (C « .02).

TABLE iiVI

AGENT3' PESCEPTION OP THE IMPORTANCE OF THEIK HOLE IN
lORMULATING AND AGBiiEING UPON A SSaSSUXBI PHAMEWOHK

POH PHOGHAM PLANNING, BI COMPLETION Of PCHMAL
COUittE WORK. IN PHOGBAM PLANNING

Formal T .
'

course work Number rS^JSJt^ !
T°tal

'
- !

in of ;
(percentage) i

pep_ i ^ i

planXg '

a8ent8 |High; Medium JLow:
C8ata««

! <

} i

*M 30 17 50 53 100 .07 .02

Mo 109 15 30 55 100

C - .02 (x
2

- .07)

•-K^nts ' Perception b£ Jegree
of Contact with oupervisora

Table XXVII reveals that a higher percentage of

agents who were ranked medium in degree of supervisory con-

tact indioated high importance of their program planning

role than did the agents who were ranked high or low in

degree of supervisory contact. However more than one-half
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of the agents of each rank Indicated low Importance of their

program planning role. The association value was (C - .17)*

TABLE XXVII

AGiNTd' PERCEPTION OF TKj. IMPORTANCE OF THEIR ROLE IN
FORMULATING AND AGREEING UPQK A STATEWIDE FRAMEWORK.

FOR EXTENSION PROGRAM PLANNING, BI
CONTACT WITH oUPaRVIJGRS

degree
contact
supervisors : agents

|

Hlh : ^^
|
Low |

Total i

per- »

centage i

t

*2

i

t

c

nigh 69 14 19 67 100 4.13 .17

Medium 48 21 26 53 100

Low 21 12 36 52 100

C - .17 U2
- 4.13)

Nummary

The interrelationships between the nine independent

variables were measured and described. The relationships

of these independent variables to the agents' perception

of the importance of their role in formulating and agreeing

upon a statewide program framework of program planning were

also analyzed.

The contingency coefficients were used to describe

the degree of interrelationships between the nine indepen-

dent variables. Table XVIII is a matrix of the correlation

coefficients.
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The data in Table XXVIII are a summary of the

relationships between each of the nine independent vari-

ables and the importance agents assigned to formulating

and agreeing upon a statewide framework for Extension

program planning.

A review of the data in this table show that there

is a varying relation between all independent variables and

the agents' perception of their role in formulating a state-

wide framework of program planning. However the researcher

has chosen values with (C - .15) and above as a criterion

for meaningful associations. That is, there were rela-

tively greater differences between the independent vari-

ables, county position held, number of agents on county

staff, level of formal education and degree of program con-

tact with agents' perception of the importance of their

role towards a statewide program planning framework.

A hypothesis was established to give direction to

this study. Accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis

depended on how each variable met the assooiation limit,

as set by the researcher (C .15). The following is a

restatement of the hypothesis, with summary statements as

to how well the hypothesis is supported by the findings.

HTDOtheaiB—There £££ no differences in agents ' per-

ception of. thei£ role in formulating and agreeing upon a

statewide profiram framework a^d each of £he following factors ;
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TABIi XXVIII

ASSOCIATION Oi Itid^tBKBBn YAElABL^o JITH AGENTS'
PKHCEPTION OF THE IMPORTANCE OP THElH HOLE IN

FORMULATING A STATEWIDE PHAMEWOHK PCS
EXTENSION PROOfiAH PLANNING

Independent variables
Perception

1 c

78
42
19

.17

115
19
5

.24

38
72
29

42
71
26

.14

121
18

.16

55
57
27

.14

101
19
19

.09

Staff position
Agricultural education
Home economics education
Youth eduoation (4-H club)

Agents on county staff
One to tores
Pour to five
Six or more

Tenure in Extension
5-7 years
8-15 years
16 or more years

Percentage of time spent on
program planning

9 per cent or less
10-19 per cent
20-40 per cent

Formal education
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree

Content area in which highest
degree was earned

Biological and physical sciences
Eduoation and social sciences
Home economics

Frequency of staff meetings
Weekly
Every 2-4 weeks
No regular meeting time
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lABLi. XXVI IX (continued)

Independent variables
i erception

Formal course work in program planning
Yes 30 .02
No 109

Contact with, supervisors
High 21 .17
Medium *8
Low 69

a. County position held ;

b. Sumber of agents on. county staff ;

c. length of agents ' tenure with -xtenslon ;

d. Percentage of workinK time devoted to program

planning;

e. Level of formal education ;

f

.

tta.ior content area in which hlfibest; decree wag

earned

}

g. Frequency £f county staff meetings !

h. Formal course work in program planning ; and

i. Degree of program contact with supervisors .

In view of the findings of this study as summarized

in Table XXVIII only four independent variables nave a C

value above .15. Therefore this hypothesis is accepted for

five of the nine independent variables. The independent

variables, county position held, number of agents on a
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county staff, level of formal education, and degree of

program contact with supervisors were different with agents'

perception of their role In formulating and agreeing upon

a statewide program planning framework. These four parts

of the null hypothesis were rejected. The county position

held, the number of agents on the county staff, the level

of formal education and degree of program contact agents

have with their supervisors are more highly associated with

agents' perception of their role in formulating and agree-

ing upon a statewide program planning framework than other

factors considered.



CHAPTKH VI

, COflCLUdlOHS AMD aKCONMiiHDATIOHS

I. IHb PiiOBLiil

The purpose of this study was to define and analyze

the role county agents do and should perform in formulating

and agreeing upon a statewide framework for program

planning.

The state extension program is the sum of the pro-

grams developed by the people and the extension staff in

the 105 counties in Kansas.

County programs are the basis for Extension work

and are the means by which the extension Service seeks to

accomplish its purposes. The results in Extension are

dependent upon the quality of the county programs, and

quality is Influenced by the methods used in developing

the program.

County agents were selected for the study because

they are the professional employees and official representa-

tives of the Land-Grant institution at the county level.

They are, therefore, the primary contaot between the insti-

tution and the people. Through them the problems, needs

and interests of people in the counties become the target

toward which educational programs are planned and directed.
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They are the channels through which the educational resources

of Land-Srant institutions are marshalled, organized and

utilized to meet the needs of extension's clientele.

Research has shown that county agents have a desire

for more training in program planning. Clearly defining

their role in planning programs will help provide direction

in training for these responsibilities.

In view of these conditions, the major purpose of

this study was conceived.

II. OBJiCTIVKo Of THii aTDOT

Specific objectives were to:

1. Ascertain the characteristics of agents serving

in the counties of Kansas.

2. Identify those tasks that ideally constitute

the role of county agents in formulating and agreeing upon

a statewide framework for extension program planning.

3. Determine the degree of importance that county

Extension agents assign to various suggested program plan-

ning tasks in relation to what they are doing and feel

they should be doing in formulating a framework on program

planning.

4. Determine the degree of consensus between agri-

cultural, home and 4-H olub agents, as to the way they

perceive the importance and performance of their program
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planning tasks in formulating a statewide framework.

5. Identify some of the major obstacles that agents

experience in performing tasks associated with their role

in formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for

Extension program planning.

6. Determine how ioctension agents rank various

intension staff groups as regards the amount of assistance

provided them in program planning.

7. Determine the extent to which the following

factors appear to he associated with agents' perception of

their program planning role:

a. County position held;

b. Number of agents on a oounty staff

;

c. Length of agents' tenure in Extension

j

d. Percentage of working time devoted to program

planning;

e. Level of formal education;

f. Major content area in which highest degree

was earned;

g. frequency of county staff meetings;

h. Formal course work in program planning; and

i. Degree of program contact with supervisors.
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III. SCOPS AHD PBOCEDUkES

An Interview questionnaire comprised of two sections

was designed. The first section included questions that

obtained information about the respondents concerning!

(a) county position held; (b) number of agents on county

staff; Co) length of agents' tenure in Extension; (d) per-

centage of working time devoted to program planning; (•)

level of formal education; (f ) major content area in which

highest degree was earned; (g) frequency of county staff

meetings; (h) formal course work in program planning; and

(1) degree of program contact with supervisors.

The second section contained the suggested program

planning tasks that ideally ought to be performed. The

tasks were arranged for each respondent to indicate (a)

whether or not each task was felt to be part of county

agents' program planning role; (b) its degree of importance;

and (c) the degree to which county agents felt they per-

formed each task.

Open-end questions were also included in the inter-

view questionnaire to determine the major obstacles respond-

ents had encountered in carrying out their program planning

role. Provisions were made for respondents to indicate the

amount of program assistance obtained from various staff

members.
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The data used in this study were collected by

3traughn who was engaged in a program planning study in

Florida and Kansas. The data were obtained during the

period November, 1962 to March, 1963.

The respondents of this study included 139 county

Extension agents who had five or more years of experience

as county £xtension agents, and who had been continuously

employed as such, during the past five years. These were

agricultural, home economics or 4-H club agents. The number

of agents participating in this study constituted 97 per

cent of the eligible county axtension agents.

IV. CHAai.0T£HISTIC3 OF HiiaPONDEffTo

The data describing the respondents' general char-

acteristics were organized into three categories i (a)

educational status; (b) staff affiliation; and (c) degree

of program contact with supervisors.

Educational 3tatus:

1. iiighty-seven per cent held Bachelor's degrees,

while 13 per cent held Master's degrees.

2. Forty-one per cent of the respondents had been

awarded degrees in education and social sciences; 40 per

cent in biological and physical sciences; and, 19 per cent

Alto Alfred Straughn, 0£. £i£« , p. 6.
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hems elves with on*

In home economics subject matter,

ataff Affiliation:

of three work areas on the basis of having devoted 51 per

cent or more of their time to a specific area, i'lfty-six

per cent were adult agricultural educators: 30 per cent,

adult home economics educators; and, 14 per cent, youth

(4-H club) educators.

2. Twenty-seven per cent of the agents had five to

seven years tenure in Extension; 32 per cent, eight to

fifteen years; and, 21 per cent, sixteen years or more.

3. Eighty-two per cent of the respondents were mem-

bers of county Extension staffs having one to three agents;

14 per cent, four or five agents; and, 4 per cent, six or

more agents.

4. Seventy-three per cent of the respondents were

members of staffs that met weekly; 13 per cent, every two

to four weeks; and, 14 per cent held no regularly scheduled

staff meetings.

3« Planning and discussing future county programs

was mentioned by 83 per cent of the respondents as one of

the major subjects most frequently discussed in their staff

meetings. Reviewing scheduled events was another subject

that was cited by 68 per cent of the agents as one of such
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subjects discussed.

irogram Contact

:

1. Twenty-two per cent of the agents nave had formal

course work In program planning.

2. The respondents indicated the kinds of program

contacts experienced with their supervisors, and how help-

ful these oontacts had been. Kean weighted scores were

computed and the respondents were classified into "high",

"medium", or "low" program contact categories. Fifty per

cent were classified "high"; 35 per cent, "medium"; and

15 per cent, "low".

3. Thirty per cent of the respondents devoted 9 per

cent or less of their time to planning; 51 per cent,

10-19 per cent; and 19 per cent, 20-40 per cent.

V. AGENTS' F&HCEPTIGN OF BUI
PEOGRAK FLASHING iiOU.

As stated, the primary purpose of this study was to

define and analyze county agents' perception of their plan-

ning role. Perception refers to the manner in which agents

view their planning role.

A summary of agents' perception of their role in

formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for

Extension program planning is presented in Table XV in

Chapter IV. The data in Table XV describe agents'
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perception of the planning role in terms of: (a) the per-

centage of agents agreeing that each task was part of their

program planning role; (b) mean weighted scores to show

perceived task importance; and (c) mean weighted scores to

show perceived task performance.

Formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework

of extension program planning, establishes the basis from

which the program function evolves. It is the result of

the concerted efforts of those who assume major responsi-

bility for the Extension program function and includes:

(a) philosophy and educational objectives of the organi-

sation; (b) general program policies to guide the efforts

of the staff; (c) procedures, including designation and

allocation of organisational resources; (d) definition of

various roles of specific personnel involved in the process;

(e) orderly plans for staff involvement in decision-making;

and (f ) plans for coordinating the intension program func-

tion with those of related agencies, organizations and

groups.

Based on the data in Table XV, two-thirds or more

of the respondents felt that thirteen of the nineteen tasks

constituted part of the agents' role in planning. Less

than two-thirds felt that the agents' role included that of

assisting Extension staff members to develop a general

statewide procedure for program planning. Less than
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one-half of the agents perceived their role to include help-

ing to define administrators' roles in planning, while over

one-half of the agents perceived their planning role to

include assisting staff members in defining supervisors'

program roles. However, more agents—close to two-thirds

—

perceived their planning role to include assisting staff

members in defining specialists' planning role, /hile 82

per oent of the agents perceived their role to include help-

ing supervisors plan training programs for county extension

staff members, only 59 per cent of the respondents perceived

their role to include helping supervisors to conduct such

training programs.

Generally, the respondents felt most of the tasks

were at least important for agents to perform. Nine of the

nineteen tasks were perceived to be important or higher

for agents to perform in formulating a statewide framework

for Extension program planning. They Included:

(a) keep Informed about problems affecting people in

the county;

(b) keep aware of area and state problems which may

affect the economic and social development of the county;

(o) keep informed about the total county extension

program and its relative effectiveness in coping with rele-

vant county problems;

(d) understand how the various parts (Agriculture,
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Home economics, 4-H club work, etc) of the county inten-

sion program relate to each other;

(e) keep appropriate state extension officials

advised about relevant problems in the county;

(f) keep appropriate state extension officials

advised about the relative effectiveness of the county

Extension program in coping with relevant problems;

(g) help supervisors develop an awareness of the

need for making adjustments in parts of the program which

do not appear to be adequate in coping with relevant

problems

;

(h) help specialists develop an awareness of the

need for making adjustments as warranted in part3 for which

they are responsible; and

(i) help Extension administrators develop an aware-

ness of the need for making adjustments in the total Exten-

sion program in order to cope with the existing situation.

Hlne tasks were viewed as being between slightly

important and important. They included

i

(a) assist appropriate state <ixtension staff members

in formulating, clarifying and revising the objectives of

the state Extension Service;

(b) assist appropriate state intension staff members

in defining the objectives to be sought through program

planning;
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(o) assist appropriate state extension staff members

in formulating statewide policies to guide the program

planning process in the state j

(d) assist appropriate state Extension staff members

in developing a general statewide procedure for the program

planning;

(•) assist appropriate state extension staff members

in defining the program roles of the following officials:

CI) s
(2) *

upervisors
specialists;

(f) help supervisors plan training programs for

county Extension staff members in program planning;

(g) help supervisors conduct training programs for

county intension staff members in program planning; and

(h) keep informed about the state programming frame-

work including objectives, policies, procedures and

practices.

One task, "assisting appropriate state Extension

staff members in defining the program planning roles of

administrators," was rated to be less than slightly impor-

tant. Agents apparently view this task as the responsi-

bility of other Extension workers.

As the data reveal in Table XV, there is some varia-

tion in agents' perceived performance of the nineteen tasks.

In all of the tasks agents perceived their role of
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performance to be lower than the degree of importance asso-

ciated with the tasks, lerformance of only task four,

"understanding how the various phases (agriculture, home

economics, and 4-H club work) of the county extension pro-

gram relate to each other", was rated between good and

excellent. Task three, "keep informed about the total

county ioctension program and its relative effectiveness in

coping with relevant county problems," and task fourteen (a)

"assist appropriate state .extension staff members to define

the program planning roles of administrators," were rated

as having been performed between not at all and poor.

respondents perceived their performance to be between

poor and fair for nine of the tasks. They includedi (a)

help extension administrators develop an awareness of the

need for making adjustments in the total extension program}

(b) help state Extension staff members formulate, clarify,

and revise objectives of the state intension Service; (c)

help state extension staff members define objectives to be

sought through program planning; (d) help state staff mem-

bers formulate statewide policies to guide program planning

processes in the state; (e) help state extension staff

members in developing a general statewide procedure for

program planning; (f ) help state Extension staff members

define program planning roles for supervisors and special-

ists; (g) help supervisors plan training programs for county
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extension staff members in program planning; and (h) help

supervisors conduct training programs for county Extension

staff members in program planning.

All other tasks were rated as having been performed

fair to good. These included! (a) keep informed about

problems affecting people in the county; (b) keep aware of

area and state problems which may affect the economic and

social development of the county; (e) keep appropriate

state Extension officials advised about relevant problems

in the county; (d) keep appropriate state Lxtension offi-

cials advised about the relative effectiveness of the county

Extension program in coping with relevant problems; (e)

help supervisors develop an awareness of the need for mak-

ing adjustments in parts of the program which do not appear

to be adequate in coping with relevant problems; (f) help

specialists develop an awareness of the need for making

adjustments as warranted in parts for which they are

responsible; (g) help .Extension administrators develop an

awareness of the need for making adjustments in the total

Extension program in order to cope with the existing situa-

tion; and (h) keep informed about the state programming

framework including objectives, policies, procedures, and

practices.

A rank difference coefficient of correlation of .78

was computed from the comparison of task importance and
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performance. This relatively high correlation would seem

to indicate that there was a close relationship between the

degree of importance placed on a particular task by the

respondents, and the way it was being performed.

Agents ' Consensus of
Importance and I?rformance

There seemed to be a high degree of consensus among

the agents on the importance they placed on tasks. The

degree of correlation between agricultural agents and 4-H

club agents was (p - .98)5 agricultural agents and home

economics agents (p - .96) \ and, a somewhat lesser degree

of correlation existed between home economics and 4-H club

agents as indicated by the figure (p • .89).

This same high degree of consensus existed among

agents as to the way they performed the tasks. The degree

of correlation between agricultural agents and home eco-

nomics agents was (p • .95)} home economics agents and 4-H

club agents (p - .92)j and, agricultural agents and 4-H

club agents (p - .9*).

From this analysis one might conclude that there was

a high degree of consensus among the three groups of agents

as to the way they perceived importance and performance of

their planning tasks.
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rta.lor Obstacles encountered

In anticipating agents* appraisal of their perform-

ance of the seventeen program planning tasks, it was deemed

desirable to know what major obstacles agents had encoun-

tered. Four major obstacles were cited in planning a state-

wide programs (a) crowded schedule and/or lack of timej

(b) limited contact with administrative and supervisory-

staffs
j (c) lack of agent training and "know-how"; and (d)

limited opportunities for county workers to influence state

program planning framework.

Other obatacles encountered were: (a) poor communi-

cations between supervisors and county staffa; and (b)

lack of coordination between county, district and state

program efforts.

Jtaff Assistance in .Programming

The respondents were asked to rank their administra-

tive, supervisory, specialist and county staff members con-

cerning the amount of assistance received from them in per-

forming these seventeen tasks. The supervisory staff mem-

bers were ranked first, specialist staff, seoondj county

staff, third; and administrative fourth. This was a rela-

tive ranking, and in no way indioated the actual kind or

quantity of assistance provided.
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VI. JACT0H3 ASSOCIATED WITH UHMI1

PKHCEPTIGH Of THaIR luOGRAM

PLASHING ROLE

The null hypothesis was established to provide guid-

ance and direction in analyzing the relationships that

might exist between nine selected factors and agents' per-

ception of the relative importance of their role in formu-

lating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for program

planning process. No significance tests were used as the

respondents under study constituted 97 P«r cent of the

total population. Accepting or rejecting the null hypothe-

sis depended on how each variable met the arbitrary limit,

as set by the researcher (C • .15)* This hypothesis, which

relates to a specific factor, is followed by the writer's

conclusions based on the data obtained in this study.

Hypothesis—There are no differences in agents '

perception of their role in. formulating and agreeing upon a

statewide program planning framework and each of the

following: factors :

a. county position held i

b. number of agents on a county staff :

c. length of agents ' tenure in extension :

d. percentage of working time devoted to program

planning;
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«. level of formal education ;

f

.

ma.ior subject area in which highest degree

was earned ;

g. frequency of county staff meetings;

h. formal course work in program planning ! and

i. degree of program contact with supervisors .

The hypothesis was accepted for five of the nine

independent variables. The independent variables, county

position held, number of agents on a county staff, level

of formal education, and degree of program contact with

supervisors differed with agents' perception of their role

in formulating and agreeing upon a statewide program plan-

ning framework. Therefore these four parts of the hypothe-

sis were rejected.

Interrelationships of
Independent Variables

Table XVIII summarises the interrelationships of the

nine Independent variables in the study. It was found that,

of the thirty-six possible relationships, fifteen were

above the (C - .15) value. As stated in Chapter IV, the

researcher arbitrarily considered associations with C values

above .15 to be important or meaningful associations for

purposes of this study, four combinations of variables bad

the highest degree of association. They were:

1. County position and major content area in which
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highest degree was earned \ C - .61

2. County position and frequency of county staff

meetings | - - .33

3. Percentage of working time devoted to program

planning and degree of program contact with

supervisors •,
C » .31

4. Major content area in which highest degree was

earned and frequency of county staff meetings.

C - .30

VII. C0NCLU3I0H3

1. In formulating and agreeing upon a statewide

framework for program planning, agents perceive that the

following tasks constitute part of their role: (a) to be

informed about problems affecting the people in the county,

the area and state, the total county extension program and

the state programming framework including objectives, poli-

cies, procedures and practices! (b) to understand the

various parts of the county Extension program; Co) to keep

state intension officials informed about the problems of

the county and the effectiveness of the program; (d) to

help supervisors, specialists, and administrators develop

an awareness of the need for making adjustments in the

total Extension program; (e) to assist appropriate state

Extension staff members to: (1) formulate, clarify, revise
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and define objectives; (2) formulate statewide policies to

guide the planning process? (3) develop a general state-

wide procedure for program planning! and (4) define the

program planning roles of supervisors and specialists; and

(f) help supervisors plan and conduct training programs

for county Extension staff members.

The majority of the agents perceived that it was not

part of their role to assist state extension staff members

to define the role of the administrators.

2. With the exception of six tasks, 12, 13, 14 (a),

(b), (e), and 16, more than two-thirds of the agents per-

ceived that formulating the statewide framework with its

nineteen program planning tasks was part of their program

planning role.

3. In all oases, the respondents' perceived per-

formance for each task as lower than the degree of impor-

tance assessed to it.

4. When the nineteen program planning tasks were

placed in rank order based on importance, the three highest

ranking tasks were that agents (1) be informed about the

total county Extension program and its relative effective-

ness in coping with relevant county problems; (2) be

informed about problems affecting people in the county; and

(3) understand the various parts of the program and how

they relate to each other.
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When the same tasks were placed in rank order based

on performance, the rankings were not all related to the

Importance assigned to them. The three most highly per-

formed tasks were (1) understanding of the various parts of

the program and how they relate to each other; (2) keeping

informed about problems affecting people in the county—

this task was related with the importance assigned to it;

and (5) keeping appropriate state Extension officials

advised about relevant problems in the county.

The rankings reveal that the most important task, as

indicated by the agents in formulating a statewide program

framework, was performed least well of the nineteen tasks.

However, the rankings of the top three tasks based on both

importance and performance are basic in formulating a state-

wide program framework for program planning.

5. There was a high degree of consensus between all

three groups of agents as to the way they perceived impor-

tance and performance of their program planning tasks.

6. four major obstacles generally confronted agents

In performing their program planning role. They include

t

(a) crowded schedule and/or lack of time; (b) limited con-

tact with administrative and supervisory staffs; (e) lack

of agent training and "know-how"; and (d) limited oppor-

tunities for county workers to influence state program

planning framework.
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7. County agents ranked their supervisors first in

amount of assistance received in performing their program

planning role, specialist staff, second; county staff,

third', and administrative staff, fourth.

8. Number of agents on a oounty staff, county

position held, degree of program contact with supervisors

and level of formal education were the most important fac-

tors associated with agents' perception of their role in

formulating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for

program planning.

9. Other factors which were associated with agents'

perception to a lesser degree were tenure in Extension, per-

centage of time spent on program planning, and content

area in which highest degree was earned.

VIII. BBCOMMfcirDATIONS ?OH ACTION

1. supervisors and administrators should keep

intension agents informed about the total county Extension

program and its relative effectiveness in coping with

relevant county problems.

2. The obstacles that agents cited suggest, (a)

that administrative and supervisory staff increase their

contacts with county agents j (b) the need for program plan-

ning training for oounty agents regarding the "know-how" to

program planning; and (c) to improve the capacity of
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communications between supervisors and county agents. In

classifying the agents by kind and frequency of program

contacts with supervisors it was found that 53 par cent of

the agents seldom participated in in-service training with

supervisors while 5 P«r cent never did. Almost one-fourth

of the agents seldom received special circulars about pro-

gram planning from supervisors and 8 per cent never did.

Almost three quarters of the agents feel that contacts with

their supervisors are more than helpful for the planning

process. The findings also revealed a high association

between time spent on program planning and the degree of

program contact with supervisors.

Agents whose contacts with supervisors were high,

•pent the smallest percentage of their time on program

planning. Maybe this is an indication that agents need the

"know-how" for program planning rather than to devote more

time to it.

3. 1'he data revealed some variation among agricul-

tural, home economics and 4-H club agents regarding percep-

tion, formal course work in program planning for agents at

the beginning of their tenure might even further lessen

such variations in their perceptions.

4. The counties and the state Extension office

should encourage agents to increase their formal education

as a means of increasing the quality of programs. Phis may
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be more essential in the future if the scope of Extension's

programs continues to broaden. The data revealed that only

11 per cent of the agents had obtained a Master's degree.

IX. kECOmEHBATIOflo fOK 7UTUBJS RESEARCH

Based on the interpretations of the findings of

this study, it is recommended that)

1. Studies similar to this one be conducted for the

purpose of defining the program planning roles of (a) Exten-

sion administrators; (b) supervisors; and (o) subject mat-

ter specialists. When the program planning roles for all

members of the state Extension division are clearly defined

and understood, the state programming framework may be

communicated more effectively to the total Extension staff

and lay leaders.

2. Factors other than the nine studied in this

study should be identified and investigated. As the mora

highly related factors are known, they can be employed to

enrich and strengthen on-going training programs.
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COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS' ROLE IN PLANNING
EXTENSION PROGRAMS
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Purpose of Che Study

The major purpose of this study is to define and clarify the role that county
Extension agents perform in planning Extension programs. You are assuming an im-
portant role in achieving this purpose by completing this questionnaire.

General Instructions

1. Please read all parts of the questionnaire.

2. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Please give your real
opinions at all times.

3. Upon completing the questionnaire, please re-check to make sure
all questions have been answered.

4. Your answers will be regarded as confidentia l. The information
given will be used in compiling group data. A summary of group
findings will be released for use by the cooperating and other
interested states.

Questionnaire

Section I. Personal Data

Do Not Write in This Space

Columns Code
1 (1) Deck No.

2.3,4 ()()() Schedule Ho.
1

The following are questions about yourself. Please read each question
carefully. Record your answers as directed.

Do Not Write
In This Space
Cols . Code

( )

5. A.

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

..7

Your present position on the county Extension staff,
(check one)

Agricultural Agent
Associate Agricultural Agent
Assistant Agricultural Agent

_____ Home Demonstration Agent
Associate Home Demonstration Agent
Assistant Home Demonstration Agent
Other (specify)



Do Not Write

In This Space

Cols. Code

( )
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( )

( )

( )

5. B. Your one major area of responsibility to which you

devote 50 percent or more of your time, ( check one)

.1 Adult agricultural education

. 2 _ _ Adult home economics education

.3 Youth education (4-H)

.4 _ Other (specify)

(check one)6. Number of agents on your county staff.

.1 One

.2 Two

.3 Three

.4 Four

.5 Five

.6 Six or more

7. Number of years employed as a county Extension worker (as

of July 1, 1962). (check one)
.1 5 —7 years
.2 8-10 years
.3 11 - 15 years
.4 16 - 25 years
.5 26 or more years

8. Approximate percent of your total Extension working time
spent on program planning. (check one)

.1 9 percent or less

.2 10 - 19 percent

.3 20 - 29 percent

.4 30 - 39 percent

.5 40 percent or more

10 ( )

11 ( )

Formal education.
A. Highest academic degree you now hold.

• 1 Bachelor degree
.2 _ Master degree
.3

,

Other (specify)

(check one)

B.

.4

.5

.6

General content area in which your highest degree
was earned . (check one)

Physical sciences (chemistry, physics, mathema-
tics, etc.)
Social sciences (sociology, psychology, history,
journalism, economics, anthropology, etc.)

_____ Education (elementary, secondary, agricultural
education, hone economics education, Extension
edu.;_ticr-., et-:.y '.••-.

____ Biological sciences or agricultural subject mat-
ter (botany, zoology, biology, bacteriology, soil
and plant sciences, animal sciences, etc.)

_____ Home economics subject matter (foods and nutri-
tion, clothing, textiles, etc.)
Other (specify)



Do Not Write
In This Space

Cols. Code

12 ( )

13,14 ()()

15 ( )

10. A.

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5
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Kow often are regular county Extension staff meetings

hald in your county? (check one)

Weekly
Every two weeks
Every three weeks
Monthly
Other (specify) ___^________________

B. What ma jor subjects are most frequently discussed in

your staff meetings? (Examples: review scheduled

events, budget, relationships with other agencies,

personal matters, planning and discussing future

programs, etc.) ___^______.

11. Have you completed a formal course or courses in program
planning in which academic credit was given? (check one )

Yes
No



Do :fot Write
In This Space

Cols. Code

16 ( )

17 ( )

18 ( )

19 ( )

20 ( )

21 ( )

22 ( )

23 ( )

24 ( )

25

26

( )

( )

12. Contact with supervisors. 159
A. Which of the following contacts have you had with your

supervisor concerning program planning during the past
year? (Example: Supervisor visited me in my office
twice during the past year to help me with programming.
I wrote my supervisor for plan of work materials, etc.)
Circle the item in the column which best describes the
frequency of these contacts .

Degree o f Contact
Kind of Program Planning Occasion- Fre-

Contact With Never Seldom ally quently
the Supervisor 1 2 3 4

.1 Visited bv_ your 1-2 3-5 6 or more
supervisor per yr. per yr. per yr.

.2 Telephoned by, your
supervisor

1-2
per yr.

3 -.5

per yr.

6 or more
per yr.

.3 Written to bv, your 1-2 3-5 6 or more
supervisor per yr. per yr. per yr.

.4 Visited your super- 1-2 3-5 6 or more
visor per yr. per yr. per yr.

.5 Telephoned your super- 1-2 3-5 6 or more
visor per yr. per yr. per yr.

.6 Wrote your supervisor 1-2 3-5 6 or more
per yr. per yr. per yr.

.7 Participated in in-
service training meet-J 1 per 2 per 3 or more
ing with your super-
visor

yr. yr. per yr.

.8 Received special cir-
culars pertaining to
programming from your
supervisor

1 per
yr.

2 per
yr.

3 or more
per yr.

.9 Others (specify)

12. B. In general, how helpful have all the above contacts
been in helping you to acquire a better understanding
of program planning? (Check one)

Very helpful

.
Helpful
Some help
Of little help
Not helpful

Do Not Write In This Space
Degree

1 .3

.2
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Section II. Program Planning Phases and Tasks

Ihis part of the study is concerned with county Extension agents' role in
program planning. For purposes of this study , the Extension program planning
process has been divided into six phases, namely:

Phase I. Formulating and agreeing upon a state-wide program planning
framework (Development of state-wide philosophy, objectives,
policies, and procedures that provide direction for state,
area and county program efforts.)

Phase II. Adapting the state programming framework to the county . (Adapt-
ing the framework to existing county conditions.)

Phase III. Organizing for planning the county Extension program . (Deter-
mining the type of organization needed, committee composition,
operational plans, and training planning committee members.)

Phase IV. Planning the program . (Collecting and analyzing data, identify-
ing problems, determining objectives, establishing priorities,
and considering alternate courses of action.)

Phase V. Developing the written program . (Actual writing of the program.)

Phase VI. Developing the annual plan of work . (Development of specific
educational plan(s) for attacking problems.)

These six phases are further divided into specific tasks. You are asked
to appraise them.

General Instructions

1. In Column A, check "yes" or "no" to indicate whether or not you think
each suggested task is a part of county Extension agents' role in Exten-
sion progran planning .

2. In Column B, circle one of the five numbers to indicate the degree of
importance that you feel ought to be associated with each task .

Scale: 5. Very important - essential to the success of the process
4. Important - needs to be performed
3. Slttjbtly important - contributes, but is not essential
2. Uninportant - does not need tc be pe* fci.wd (not a task

of county Extension agent?)
1. Undecided - no definite opinion

3. In Column C, circle one of the five numbers to indicate the degree of
your present performance of each task .

Scale: 5. Excellent - superior, best possible
4. Good - above average
3. Fair - average
2. Poor - below average
1. Not at all - did not perform
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TABLel XXXI

FifiCiNTAGii OldTHIflOIIOUd OP COUNXX AG&BT3 B7 COOHTT
P03ITIGH aSD 8X21 OP 0CU3TT 3TAPP

County position
Mil

[Number !

.agents
:

dumber of agents !

on count; staff
Total

1-3
percentage

Adult Agricultural
education 78 91 8 1 100

Adult Home aco-
nomics education 42 76 17 7 100

i'outn education
(4-B club) 19 63 32 5 100

C - .27 (x2 - 11.29)

TABLE XXUI

PjSiCiiflTAGi; Ol^lklSO'ilvSS OS COUHTf AOjiHTii 31 CvUflTT
PC3ITI0H AS3 IJLAH3 OP T.6SUE1S

County position
held

i

t .iumber
: of
: agents
i

lears of tenure

5-7

Total

q^jj, 16 or
J
percentage

sore

Adult Agricultural
education 78 2* 51 24 100

Adult Hone eco-
nomics education 42 24 57 19 100

lout'a education
(4-fl club) 19 47 42 11 100

.19 (x* - 5-31)
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TABLi. XXXIII

fKBCBBTAGIi UloIitliJUri^HJ OF COUMTX AG^-NTo 3X COUNTI
POSITION AHd FiaCiHTAfli. OF TIKii SP£8T CH

pbogbah ii^aafiNo

bounty position
held

t

» Number
: or
: agents

:

Percentage oX
time spent on

program planning Total
percentage

less J
1**** 20-40

• •

Adult Agricultural
education 78 40 47 13 100

Adult Home .eco-
nomics education 42 14 57 29 100

Xouta education
(4-H club) 19 26 53 21 100

.26 (x
2

- 10.17)

TABLE XXXIV

P*HG*«xAGiS flloTBIBUTIOBd
position aho una

OF COUNTX A&xJIT.; BX
OF FORMAL BBUCATIoii

MNE

County position Number,
t ox
! agents!

Level of formal
education

Total
beId

Bachelor' s^'-aster's
degree

J
degree

percentage

Adult Agricultural
education 78 86 14 100

Adult Home eco-
nomics education 42 93 7 100

Xouta education
(4-H club) 19 79 21 100

C - .13 (x
2

- 2.45)
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TABLE XXXV

PiaCEJJTACUi i)I3I2XBUM0JJ.S 0* COUSII AGiiHU BX COUHTX
t'CilMGM UK Q^HVcSS AREA IS WHICH

HIGHnJT Jjifljiii- WA3 K/.3a».r>

Content area

County position ^"iBiologi-^duca- 'how 1

Total
held . *eal and 'fclnn A, •.««_ •^- T.-»_*-_

Adult Agricultural
education 78

anents: *1 aad
. tion & .^o-!percentage

.physical! social |nois-!
! sciences' sciences !ics

'

*
I * •

55

Adult Home
nomics education 42 —

louth education
(4-H club) 19 63

45

38

32

~- 100

62 100

5 100

.61 (x* - 80.98)

TABLE XXXVI

WMKWA6E JIoTHIBDTIOHS OF A6EHT.i HI C0UTOX PCfcilTIUH
AJSrD JEE^UiJlcr 0> JTAJf* HBETlfidJ

County position
held

J
frequency of staff

KUfflber. meetings
of

I agents

Adult agricultural
education 75 so

Adult iione oco-
nomics education 42 55

Xouth education
(4-H club) 19 64

C - .33

weekly! 2
"t !?° ™P :^s weeks jlar time

Total
percentage

15

14

5

5

31

11

100

100

100

(x* - 17.34)
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TABLE XXXVII

PiEO&HTAGi. OIsiXHIBUTI^Ko 03? aG^JT^ BI CUIBII POilTIOB ABB
COMHukXIoH OF FOBIUL OuUHoi. *UUA IB PSOGiiAM PLAflBIBG

• b rl^o1^1*! course work in'

County position |

i,U

^f .
program planning iota!

held L*L,
; . percentage

sagenta: r-a Ho

Adult Agricultural
education 78 19 81 100

.idult aome eco-
nomics education 42 21 79 100

Youth education
(4-H club) 19 32 68 100

C - .10 (x
2

- 1.38)

TABLi, XXXVIII

FBHOEBTAGi, jI-irfllBUMOBS 0? AGiSTo BX COUBTI POSITION ABB
3JiGii£.ii OF J-KOGiiAK GOBTACI *ITH oUHiRVIoQHS

lliumbar !
D«Sree of progra*

j
County position '. „? contact Total

h8ld -amenta • i 1 •
percentage

• agents . High - j^^^
|
Low •

Adult agricultural
education 78 33 29 18 100

Adult Home -co-
nomics education 42 41 45 14 100

Youth education
(4-H club) 19 63 32 5 100

C - .19 (x2 - 5- 18)
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TABLB iiilX

tbdGxHTkGi -oUIlulU OF AGiJiTJ BI 3li$E 0? CCUHTT
3TAFF AM BUM OK TUNU2J1.

agents on
county staff

:

: Number :

: of ;

: agents :

: :

fears of tenure
lotal

percentage
5-7 I 8-15 :

16 0r

one to three 115 28 53 19 100

i our to five 19 21 47 32 100

31x or more 5 40 40 20 100

C - .12 (x
2

- 2.03)

TABI.& XL

HtBCEMAG-u MjIHIBOIlOiJj OF AG~I!XJ 31 3I2E o? CCUHTl
3IACT AHJ PiiRCiSTAGi. Of HflE 3F£HT 01

puogjlam PLiUariMG

agents on
county staff

Percentage of

: Sunberi tia* 3Pe?t on

oI . prograia planning

: agents: „ : 5

1 » ?-=- : 10-19s 20-40

Total
percentage

One to three

Four to flTe

olx or more

115

19

5

30

26

60

52

47

40

18

26

100

100

100

.14 (x* - 2.73)
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'SASH. XIA

PEHCSSTAG^ IXSBZmZOIS OF AOiHT-S Bt SliJS 0?
SSAfJf AflJ Ll.V^L Or' rOBKi^ i-JUG,i.MOJt

ccobtt

-gents on
county staff

:

:

:

t

1

tiumber:
of :

agents:
t

Level of formal
education

t :

Bachelor's: Master's:
degree : degree :

iotal
percentage

One to three

four to five

Six or aore

115

19

5

86 14

95 5

80 20

100

100

100

C - .10 (x* - 1.31)

TABLi, XXII

rsacwiiva- JioXaiBuxioHs of ag-jtcj bx oizs of couuti
SSaTW A3D COSIEST A££A IN WHICH HIGHEST DSQRKB

WAS EAHHiSD

Agents on
count/ staff

Content area

*»*•*; Biologl-I wiuoa-

I*
6* *"; physical; social

, " sciences! sciences

Home
eco-
nom-
ics

Total
percentage

One to three

Four to five

oix or more

115

19

5

42

32

20

41

42

40

17

26

40

100

100

100

C - .14 (,%r - 2.73)
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TABUS ILIII

PiBCiHTAGi. DISTlilflUTIGHd OP AGxJili} BX 3I.SE OP
oTAPP AHD PHE^BKHOT OP iXAPP R.

m

Agents on
s

t

:

:

frequency of staff
dumber) _u t tlN ^

at * i. ^^ Total
county staff

agents;
ki ;

2-4 |no regu- percentage

One to three 115 70 16 14 100

Pour to five 19 79 5 16 100

Six or sore 5 loo — — 100

- .15 (x
2

- 5.4*)

TABLE XXIV

PiiBCAHTAGi al^IKIBUTIOlB OP AGiOTJ BX IfO OP COUHTX
StAPP AHD CCKPLbTIOtf OP PQHttAZ OOUiiJii IB

PfiOGBAK PLAKKIKG

Agents on
county staff

! .umber :*'oriDal cour8e work in.
. of program planning

ageatsi
res ..^

Total
percentage

One to three

Pour to fire

six or more

115

19

5

21

21

40

79

79

60

100

100

100

.08 1.03)
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TABIi XIV

HttCUT^G- DUmUKXQEo 0? OGUtfTI U illUt 09
CGUHTX oTAFF AHD 0B08KS OF 1S0<HAK CONTACT

Agent 8 on
county staff

Number ! ^S™* °r Progra* !^umeer . contact Total

*^ a
; a^K ,edlum: Low «

""^^
One to three

Four to fire

Jix or more

114 49 35 16 100

19 *7 37 16 100

5 80 20 — 100

C - .12 (x
2

- 2.07)

TABLi, SXVI

PiiCiOTAfiB 3I3T^IBUTI»Ho OF CCUJJTX ^dix^Tj BJC IUUI IB
Kra^JISIOH :. tfTAOii Of TH t OS

PdOGH-iH PLAJJHXNO

Tenure in
Extension

Percentage of

iuabert tia* sPent oa

J . program planning Total

agents. , i i i
P«««*«6e

1

less
1 10~19 :20-4° :

5-7 years

8-15 years

16 or more years

38 31 53 16 100

72 26 51 23 100

29 38 48 14 100

a - .12 U2
- 2.03)
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TABLx, XLVII

RiHCiJJTAGS DIoIfilBUTIv-KJ 0J OOOTIX AGJITU BT EEHUiii IS

Demure in
intension

number
or

agents

level of formal
education

Bache lor ' s * Master* a
degree * degree

]

Total
percentage

5-7 yearB 38 97 3 100

8-15 years 72 80 20 100

16 or aore years 29 90 10 100

.21 (x* - 6.46)

TABLjs, X1VIII

PWJOKNTAt^ DI-VUHIBOTICNiJ 03? CCWTX AGiJITo BX TiJUflS I»
101 «.NJ GCHT^JfT ARJfiA 15 WHICH HIOHEdT 3E0BZS

WAJ EAHHi.fl

Tenure in
-octension

Content area

: ..Uir.bcr:
Biologi-!-duca-

"f* _ lean and 'tion k«agenta: phy8ical
:

"sciences'
social ;nom-;
sciences' ics

"

'Home' Total
\
-co- \ percentage

5-7 years 38 *5 *2 13 100

8-15 years 72 36 39 25 100

16 or more years 29 41 *5 1* 100

.15 U* - 3.08)
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TABLS XXIX

PEHiQBVIAQE MKBIBUTIOHo 0? CCUOTY A0SHT3 BT T,JJU±L. IS
KMEISIOIT aNU JfEliv.UiiflCI 0* 32AT? UbiTlNlio

Tenure la
extension

dumber
of

ageat

8

irequency of staff
meetings

...vw! 2_4
!
Ko regu-!

_i Total
^percentage

5-7 years 38 76 11 13 100

8-15 years 72 72 15 13 100

16 or more years 29 69 14 17 100

- .08 (x
2

- .89)

XAflLi. L

maanvu tiawua&fma at semen unma u ton u
iiiUJIOH aH2 COHPLiTIOS 0? I'GilUL CODHSS W0&K 15

PBOGEAft i'LANHINU

Tenure in
j-xtension

!Number !*orBal cour
!e

¥
?
rk ln

!

• of • pros*** planning

t agent

8

les :-;o

Total
percentage

5-7 years 38 13

8-15 years 72 26

16 or more years 29 31

87

7*

69

100

100

100

.16 (x* - 3-48)
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TABIL LI

PJsKCiSNTAaiS DIjTBIBUTICNo CM CCUSTT AGENT.} BI T-NUiffi IN
BiTiOSlOH ,Js"J DSOHiiii; OF esogban contact

Tenure in
extension

5-7 years 38 50

8-15 years 72 46

16 or more years 29 58

\ Number !
0eS"« or prosraa

, of ,
contact Total

: agents : „, H : K .. T~,— i
Percentage

.
Kigb .hedlum Low

29

39

31

21

15

11

100

100

100

.14 (x* - 2.74)

TAflLi LII

JJISTHIBUTIONo 0? CCUSTr AGENTS BX I>BBCKOTAGBS
OF VCBXING TIKK 3PLNT OS PBGGHAM PLAHNIHG ANX)

LaVi,L OF FOHKAL EDUCATION

Working time
spent on

program planning

: :

• Number :

•
ot

agents.

: s

Level or formal
education

x'otal

Bachelor'

3

degree
Piaster's
degree

percentage

9 per cent or less

10-19 par cent

20-40 per cent

42

71

26

86

86

92

14

14

8

100

100

100

.07 (x< .78)
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TABLii LIII

FEECHUreAG... I/ItfiaiBUMOJW OX COUHTX A&iHTd BI Pl.iCii.HTAGii
OF WGHKI50 XIME oPisHT US f*OQ&aM PLAHMIHG AHA CONIUiS

AiiaA IH WHICH HiviHiji im

Working tine
spent on

program planning

t
Content area In which ',

: dumber

i

lligbea* **&— earned .

- . j Uotal

o-»nta" BioloSl-.^'«5a- .Home.percentage*5enra
:c«l and |tlon & !-co-'.
"physical) social 'noa-^
. sciences. sciences. 1C3 !

9 per cent or less 42 41

10-19 per oent 71 41

20-40 per cent 26 35

52 7 100

36 21 100

31 34 100

.24 (x
c

- 8.80)

TABli. LIV

tmtnttM aio-jjHiBoncHsi cur coumx *G~Mi.i bi luaciaiAOs
Of WORXIiW IIML Snit OH PH00HAH PLAOTIJfG AHD

raa^D£ifcr ox siaff meetings

Frequency of staff

Working time dumber! meetings

spent on : of : : _ » : .,

program planning ! *S«at« ! iMklJ s

Wee£a i

lar
r
ti]Be

, 1

1

I I I !

9 per oent or less 42

xotal
percentage

10-19 per cent 71

20-40 per cent 26

74

73

69

12

15

12

.10 7?"

14

11

19

1.3D

100

100

100
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TABLE IV

pbbcbbtaojk di3tbibotiob:3 a? oooirar ag-nts bi peeobiiaqb
01? WOBKING UHS i»£M ON PiiOSiUH PLANNING ABfl

J?OittUL COOHS:i ..'OHK IB JfiiCaflAM PLASHING

working time
spent on

: Number:
: ot :

: agent 8:

|
>

iormal course work
program planning

:
Total

program planning
ies

;
h° 1

percentage

9 per cent or less

10-19 per cent

20-40 per cent

42

71

26

14

23

31

86

77

69

100

100

100

C - .14

TABU LVI

(x* - 2.65)

P^<^™. i3I
?
mBUTI0^ °* CU0J!fTr *«*** BI PiuiCiNTAfiBOF WCHJOBG TIM* af£BT Ofl PBOGBAK PLANNING AN3 DEGHBS

Oif PBOOBAH CONTACT WITH 3UPXSVI30BS

Working tine
spent on

: :

tNumber:
1 of :

: agents:
t :

Degree of program *

contact Total
program planning

High ! Medium; Low
J

percentage

9 per cent or less 42 69 19 12 100

10-19 per cent 71 46 43 11 100

20-40 per cent 26 31 38 31 100

• 31 (x* - 14.56)
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TABLi, LVII

fisKCEHiAea. suiaamaom a cowrer AGkjjxs bi llvsl o?
J?OBHAL ilMJCATION AM MAJOE COHTKNT ARSA IN WHICH

HICiHi^l' Jcia'dUb WAS JSAK..

Level of formal
education

'Content area in which
.highest degree earned

i.umber'
; ;

of 'Biologi-.'-duca- iioae
agentsjcal and 'tion & '. ..co-

physical* social 'noa-
. sciences* sciences' ics

Total
percentage

Bachelor's degree 121 42 36 22 100

haster's degree 18 39 55 6 100

C - .16 (at* - 3.87)

TABLi, LVIII

FIECiHTAOn JlaT2IBUII0Jfd 01? CGOHSX AChiKCJ SI LtVlL OJf

ponui bsmasioi aid n& inurci en bsaji hsxtism

Level of formal
education

frequency of staff
Number meetings

or
;

. .

.agents.
we _kl_.

2-4 .So regu-

* « e

Total
percentage

Bachelor's degree 121 73 13 14 100

i<aster's degree 18 72 17 11 100

C - .04 (r
2

- .23)
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CABLi. LIX

Pj^CjiATAG- DISHUBWIOBS OF COUNT! A0e;HT3 BI L-,VnL Of
FOiUUi, SMJOATIGM AND CUSPLKTIOfl OF FCI&ttAL 008BU

WOK*. IK pkOOKAM PLANNING

Level of formal
education

|
.Coapletion of formal

Suaber " course work In
I of program planning
; agents

Xea

Total
percentage

No

Bachelor's degree 121 20

Master's degree 18 33

80

67

100

100

- .11 T? 1.69)

TABLii LX

FBRfflSKAGL OlJISlBUTIOJIo 0* COUNT! AG-NTi BI UJ&L OF
FOitflAL iiDUCATIGN ANJ OcG^is, OF PHQGHAH CONTACT

UIIH TEE, BOTiiiVIGORS

Level of formal
education

Degree of prograa
contact

x agents i ,,. . :„ .. T~Z
,

" iiign Medium. Low

dumber
of

Bachelor' 8 degree 121

Master' 8 degree 18

C - .13

+7

67

37

22

16

11

2.42)

Total
percentage

100

100
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TABLE IXI

wachtiikaz. dIoteibutio^ ok goumi kGi-su by hajos
CCHTitfT ABKA IK rfHICH aiOHKoT J.. J EAHHBD

AID 7H£wU£K0r UP jl'^i1

.

content area

:

' dumber

!

of ;-

agents*

:

i'requency of staff
meetings Total

.eeily
2-4 ji:o regu-

weeka'lar time

percentage

Biological and
physical sciences 55 80 16 4 100

education and
social sciences 57 74 12 14 100

lione economics 27 55 11 34 100

C - .30 (x
2

- 13.70)

TABLa UtII

UM COUflT*' ^r IWGH
COOTiJIT mAm.a IH dBl£&. HIGiLiil JttOUS WAS BABIED

AID COUPLi-TIGI OS 70BHAX C .wfflL IX

Content area

'. Completion of formal
.,'unber" course work in
of program planning

agents
Tes

: Total
percentage

Ho

Biological and
physical sciences 55 25

-ducation and
social sciences 57 19

iiome economics 27 19

75

81

81

100

100

100

.08 (x- .81)
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CABLE LXIII

EBECilSTAOS; fllSTiUBUTICHJ OF COUKTI AG^ffTa BT KAJOE
COSTiHT ABBA IK WHICH HlGHiioT I .Ad BAfiii.

AUD DilGBEB OF paOGHAtt CONTACT
Jli'H iHi oUtijiVIoC

Jcntent area
: dumber
: Of
: agents

Oegree of program
J

contact
•

rotal
percentage

iiigu | Medium!
• •

LOW
j

Biological and
physical sciences 55 55 33 13 100

education and
social sciences 57 53 25 22 100

iloue ^conoitica 27 33 59 8 100

.28 Cx* - 11.59)

TABLS LXIY

fiiiiCiJriAGii BISZBIBUfXOBS 01 COUBTI aGABTo SX MiUs \iL,SiiX

OF STAFF MiEIIflGd AH3 CUttLi.TIOil 0. L JJCU&Bi,
WORK IB PKOGHAH fLAHBIHG

frequency of
staff meetings

'Buber*

.agents.

Completion of formal]
course work in

program planning

Yes S!o

Weekly 101 21

2-* weeks 19 32

Ho regular time 19 16

79

68

84

xotal
tpercentage

100

100

100

I .10 («" 1.53)
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Table, lxv

MKSUWAG-. OloTHIBUTIGKo OM COUNM A3BHT3 BT Kt£.JBttCX
OS 3IAW IliETlHGo AIIO DBGfi -UTACT

WITH TJU Jd-iiuVIiK.

frequency of
staff ••tings

..liuuei.-:

of
agents

-agree of program
contact Total

; '.percentage
high ', Medium * Low

Weakly 100 50

2-4 weeks 19 53

.Jo regular time 19 47

33 17

42 5

37 16

100

100

100

.12 (x* - 1.9D

TABLL LiVI

PiHCUraAfiB CXoTaiBDTI0N3 Of 00UHTT AG-JJTJ BI COMPLETION
07 fQSIUL CUJH3E WGaA III PAOGfiAH PLANNIflS AH0 OLOfiB

xAM CONTACT WITH iUi -i£VI30«S

Completion of formal
course work in

program planning

Number! *&e
*_

9t ™a*?*
of :

: agents:

with supervisors Total

, High ;tiedium: low :
percentage

res PC 47 40 13 100

He 106 51 33 16 100

a _ nc ,2u
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0BGANIZATION

organization Uefined

Allen defined organization as:

. . . the process of identifying and grouping the work
to be performed, defining and delegating responsibility
and authority, and establishing relationships for the
purpose of enabling people to work most effectively
together in accomplishing objectives. 1

Brown wrote:

Organization defines the part which each member of an
enterprise is expected to perform and the relations
between such members, to the end that their concerted
endeavor shall be most effective for the purpose of
the enterprise. 2

-very enterprise of considerable size requires many

people to do its work. This suggests the division of work

effort among the members of the enterprise.

Seckler-Hudson wrote:

In dividing the organization, the leader, arranges the
proper distribution of policies, programs, responsi-
bilities, authority, resources, various kinds of infor-
mation and instructions, . .

.*

In the words of Gulick organization is the means oft

. . . interrelating the subdivisions of work by allotting

Louis A. Allen, Management and Organization . (Hew
lork: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958;, p. 57.

2
Alvin Brown, Organization , a. formulation of Prin-

ciple . (New York: Hibbert Printing
-
company, 19*5)7 pTfa.

"catheryn Seokler-Hudson, Organization and Han
*flf-

ment : Iheory and Practice (Washington: The American Uni-
versity Press, 1955), p. 59

•
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them to men who are placed In a structure of authority,
so that the work may he coordinated by orders of
superiors to subordinates, reaching from the top to the
bottom of the entire enterprise. 4.

An organisation is not a chart. It is a living

entity made up of people. It is a standing plan for the

allocation of jobs and resources. The organization chart

is a device for assisting responsibility for decision

making.

It has been stated that the Extension Service uses

organisation as an educational process to teach principles

of organisation, leadership and democracy.

What are some of the principles that have been recog-

nised as generally applicable, and generally desirable, in

the establishment of an organisation and the operation of

it? According to Ssckler-Hudson it should never be assumed

that principles of organisation are immutable laws to be

applied automatically. Indeed, it should never be assumed

that all of the principles apply alike in all situations.

Urwiok wrote

i

Luther Oulick, and Lyndall Urwiok, (eds.) tapers on
The Science of Administration, (New
Public Administration, 1937.), p. 6.

•""Cooperative extension administration , report of
sconsin:

sr:

The science of Administration, (New lork: Institute of
Public Administration, 193?.), p. 6.

^Cooperative extension .Administration , ^epor
jjfth National Administrative Workshop (Madison. Wl
University of Wisconsin, 1956), p. 21

Catheryn oeckler-Hudson, 2£. clt . . p. 42.
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The principles, however convenient as a shorthand method
of thinking, are only guides in action. If they become
rules—rigid—they lose their utility. There must be
continuous machinery for working out new principles and
applying existing principles.?

Warren developed eleven principles in administrative

organization with possible application to a otate extension

Service, namely:

1. Effective extension administrative organisation
requires that the common aim, purpose, and objec-
tives of the organisation be clearly defined,
widely understood, and accepted by its members.

2. Effective extension administrative organization
requires a flat hierarchical, formal structure that
identifies line and staff positions, and orders
their relationship to the purposes of the organi-
zation.

3. effective extension administrative organization
must establish and maintain an orderly arrangement
of individuals and groups, and insure unity of
purpose and action in the pursuit of organizational
goals and objectives.

4. Effective extension administrative organization
requires that adequate channels of communication,
and procedures for their use, be established and
maintained.

5. Effective extension administrative organization
requires structural design in placement of person-
nel that makes efficient use of the competencies
of this personnel and provides for their educational
growth.

6. .Effective administrative organization requires that
responsibilities assigned to individuals or groups
be accompanied by commensurate authority, and that
the extent of allocation of authority and

'Luther Oulick, and Lyndall Urwick, 0£. cit . , p. 116.
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responsibility be understood by all members of the
organisation affected by it.

7. Effective extension administrative organization
requires that authority be allocated and the type
and extent of responsibility be specifically
designated and clearly defined for each individual
or group of individuals in the organisation.

8. Effective extension administrative organisation
will occur when a particular form of organizational
structure is treated as a flexible, modifiable
variable, subject to continuous adaptations as con-
ditions warrant; with decisions for changes directly
involving members concerned.

9. affective extension administrative organisation
recognizes the existence of multiple goal as
related to individuals, groups, sub-groups and
informal organizations, and seeks to harmonize
these goals with those of the formal organisation.

10. Effective extension administrative organisation
will result when decisions are made at the point
where they may be made most expertly, and directly
involve those who must act as a result of the
decisions.

11. Effective extension administrative organization
recognises the presence of informal organisations
within its structure, and seeks compatibility
between the formal and informal structures."

The fifth National Administrative Workshop in 1956,

analysed the problems in Extension organisation. Rephrased

as questions these general problem areas are»

1. How does a state develop an effective Extension

, <..
H * "• w*»en, -Toward the Identification and

selection of Certain Principles of Administrative Organisa-tion with Possible Application to a State Cooperative
Extension Service," Review of intension Research 1962 .Washington: U.3.D.A. Federal Extension Service," IEc^544,
I9fc>? ) t pp. 1-2.
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organisation at the state, district and county levels
that will permit carrying out a unified program of
educating?

2. How does a state organise to achieve unity of
direction and coordination of staff effort at
state, district and county levels?

3. How does a state achieve flexibility in the organi-
zational structure, in order to make it responsive
to changing situations and areas of programming
responsibility?

4. How does a state organise the Extension 3ervice to
better coordinate work effort with other organisa-
tional groups and agencies?"

This review on organization from various authorities

strongly asserted (based upon research findings) that when

the involved have a say in helping formulate objeotivei,

policies and procedures, they are apt to accept and imple-

ment the final version developed, even though its specific

form and content is not identical with the contentions of

all who assisted with its formulation.

According to dpicer, "people, resist changes (a)

that threaten basic securities, (b) that they do not under-

stand, and (o) that are forced upon them." 10

To minimize unnecessary resistance within a state

Extension oervice in formulating the program framework, one

of the logical things to do is to democratically involve

9Ibld .

10
J£. H. opicer, 1. *• H « opicer, Human Problems in Technological

Change (New lork: RusseTT^age foundation, i$<>2), p. 1?.
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county and state staff members in its formulation. The

writer does not imply that this procedure will guarantee

absence of resistance. The implication is that such

behavior tends to minimise resistance that could develop

were the procedure ignored.

Seckler-Hudson emphasises on this:

If plans are made by a special planning staff, with no
representation or established contact with line opera-
tions there is grave risk that, though the plan be
accepted by higher authorities, the line operators will
have little or no enthusiasm for it. And it is the
line official who can give energetically to the success
or failure of the plan in operation. Or if a plan is
made by line operators without consulting the chief
executive in the organization at any point along the
way, it may be difficult or even impossible to secure
the acceptance of the plan by the chief executive at
the necessary point. In planning, like in so many
other aspects of administration, those who do not par-
ticipate normally do not understand the substance and
tend to resent and resist lt.H

This statement is supported by the dynamic philosophy

of Pollet which was in essence:

. . . that the democratic way of life, implemented by
intelligent organisation and administration of govern-
ment and of industry, is to work toward an honest
integration of all points of view, to the end that
every individuality may be mobilised and made to count
both as a person and as an effective part of his group
and of society as a whole. 12

The human desire for realisation of this philosophy

Catheryn Seckler-Hudson, 0£. cit . , p. 113.

Henry 0. Metoalf and Iyndall Urwick, (ed.) Dynamic
Administration : The Collected .Tapers of Kary Parker j*q1 1 e1

1

(New iork: Harper and Brothers, 1940) , p. 9.
~
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remains very strong although its achievement may become

more difficult • Clark and ..vans suggest certain principal

factors that permeate and underlie the day-to-day attempts

of Extension men to work together systematically to get

tasks done namely

i

1. Increase in the size of a staff.

2. Changes in personnel.

3. Changes in the clientele.

4. Changes in the predominant cases of organization.

5. Changes in objectives in the organization.

6. Changes in bases of authority available to members
of the organization."

Program Organization in the States

State extension programs are either compilations of

the work of counties, or they may deal with regional, type-

of-farming, or public problems. The latter type of state

program may be partly executed through execution and the

14
participation of various organizations.

^Administration in Extension . "Guidelines for Exten-
sion Administrative Organization, " Selected Papers Presented
at the Sixth National Cooperative Extension Administrative
Seminar, August 16-27 (Kadi son, Wisconsin: National Agri-
cultural Extension Center for Advanced Study, University of
Wisconsin, 1959), pp. 75-77-

14
Lincoln D< Keleey, and Cannon C. Hearne, Coopera-

tive Extension jotIl (third edition; Ithaca, New York!
Comstock Publishing Associates, 1963), p. 139.
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Kelsey and Hearse suggest some essential state organi-

sation, needed to aid program development, namely:

A. Committees of farmers, farm women, youth, and others
who are chosen as best qualified to think construc-
tively on all matters affecting the farm, home, and
community.

B. Committees of iactension administrators, specialists,
and supervisors chosen and qualified to assemble
facts, analyse situations, prepare summaries of
these, facilitate coordination of all interested
departments and agencies concerned with various
broad fields, such as types of farming, family
living, youth, and 4-H club work. Various sub-
committees of such professional workers are useful
and may include county workers. !§

Carrying out the program is an executive 30b. In

this sense all Extension workers are administrators. There

are those in state and field positions who spend most of

their time in administration, and there are others who,

like the specialist, have few if any such responsibilities. 16

It is evident from Warren's principles of Adminis-

trative organization—listed in this study on pages 203 and

204, that all individuals of any organization must under-

stand the lines of authority and responsibility above and

below one's position in the organization.

^Ibid
16Ibid . . p. 182.
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-•ganizational Arrangement of the
-ansas Extension Service and Xitiea
and Responsibilities of s5a?f

The Division of Extension conducts both the Continu-

ing Education (General Extension) and the Cooperative

Extension programs for Kansas State University. The organi-

zation of the Division of extension and its relationship to

the administration of Kansas State University is outlined

in the organizational chart in Fig. l. For matters of

University administration, the Director of Extension reports

to the Dean of Agriculture and through the Dean to the

President of Kansas State University. As a Cooperative

Extension Service, the Division of Extension receives finan-

cial and program support from the United States Department

of Agriculture. The Director of Extension is also adminis-

tratively responsible to the Administrator of the Federal

^tension Service and through the Administrator to the

secretary of Agriculture. 1^

Specific duties of the various staff members of the

Division of Extension, who are directly concerned with the

development of the county programs are outlined in the

Kansas State Extension Service Circular I 387-1, I960,

17Organization Plan and Duties for Kansas Extension
Service. Revised January, 19T5\ (Manhattan, Kansas":—Kansas
jtate University, Kansas State Extension Service, Circular
N 387-1, I960), p. 1.
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entitled the "organization Plan and duties for Kansas

Intension jervice ". The researcher has chosen to outline

in this study the duties of the county agents.

The County Agricultural intension Council is

responsible for planning the county Extension program. The

agricultural agent is responsible for coordinating the pro-

gram for agriculture, home economics and youth work. Each

agent assumes leadership for planning and carrying out the

projects in his field.

County Agent ' a Hesponsibillties

Agents assume leadership in helping councils plan

programs. This includes presenting reports! showing results

of programs | presenting facts on national, state and local

situations and trends | organizing planning meetings and

fact-gathering surveys; and helping determine objectives,

identify the problems and present solutions. It is the

agent's responsibility to prepare plans of work. The county

Extension agents also organize county and local groups to

carry out the teaohing program, request state staff help,

train county leaders, and prepare publicity and reports

18
showing work accomplished.

18
Harold ii. Jones, oj>. cit . . p. 3.
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County agricultural Agent

The county agricultural agent Is the director of the

county Extension Service. This is a duty assignment, not

19
an administrative title. J He is responsible for coordi-

nating the program for agriculture, home economics and

youth work. In counties having only a county agricultural

agent, he is responsible for the development of all Exten-

sion activities as outlined and approved, by the County

Agricultural intension Council. Furthermore, his responsi-

bilities include office management and reports, finances

and budgets, program planning and execution, administrative

communication with state office and administrative

leadership.

County Home Economics Agent

The basic duty of the county home economics agent is

teaching. 3he is responsible for the development of the

county Extension home economics programs, including organi-

zation of the work, scheduling her time and travel, report-

ing her work and the achievement of goals for the home

economics program. The home economics agent is concerned

with the area of family living. She plans county home

19
'Organization Plan and Duties of Kansas Extension

Service, op. cit., p. 17.

^Ibid., pp. 18-20.
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demonstration unit programs in cooperation with the local

units. 3he also shares responsibility for over-all 4-H

organization and program with the county agricultural agent

in counties where there is no county club agent. Jhe is

21
also available to teach 4—H girls and their project leaders.

In exercising these responsibilities, the home eco-

nomics agent will oonsult with the county agricultural

agent in keeping with his responsibility as director of the

county Extension Service.

The County Club Agent

The county club agent shall be responsible for the

development of the county 4—H club program, including organi-

sation of the work, schedules, travel, reports and achieve-

ment of county 4-H goals. He has the specific duty of work

with the 4-H representatives of the County Agricultural

iixtension Council. The county club agent is the coordinator

of the 4-H program and works cooperatively with other iiocten-

sion agents on those programs calling for coordinated effort

23
by all agents in the county.

it. B. ochuster, "The Job of the County Agricultural
Agent as Chairman of the County Extension Office as 3een by
All Wisconsin Extension Agents," Review of extension
Research 1962 . 0£. oit . , p. 20.

22Ibld . . p. 21.

23Ibid.
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The county club agent Is the chief administrator of

the county 4-H fair, the 4-H achievement program, 4-H demon-

stration contests, tractor driving contests, 4-H club days,

and is responsible for creating enthusiasm in the 4-Her's

P4about attending camps.

Assistant Jounty ^tension Agents

Assistant agents in either agriculture, home econom-

ics, or 4-H club work may assume responsibility for such

specific phases of the work as is agreed upon with the

county intension agent in that field and approved by the

county agricultural agent as county director. In the case

of assistant county agricultural agents, it is not assumed

that they will relieve the county agricultural agents of

the responsibility as county intension director, but may

assume responsibility for the agricultural programs under

the general direction of the county agricultural agent. 2^

PHIXO30PHT

Philosophy as defined today is a body of principles

underlying a human activity, ordinarily with the implication

^"This is 4-H" Federal Extension Service, U.3.D.A.,
(Washington: U. 8. Government Printing Office Bulletin, No.
0-646869, 1962), p. 5.

25Ibid . . p. 22.
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of practical uae( as a philosophy of life or a philosophy

of -Extension work. The four great principles underlying

Extension services aret

1. The individual is supreme in a democracy.

2. The home is a fundamental unit in a civilization.

3. The family is the first training group of the human
race.

4. The foundation of any permanent civilisation must
rest on the partnership of man and the land. 26

Within the philosophy of the Cooperative extension

Service today lies a fundamental belief that the planning of

the county intension program should be a joint effort of

the people and the county intension staff.

Cne of the problems of Extension today is to reach

large numbers of people. One approach toward gaining inter-

est and participation of all groups represented in the com-

munities is to encourage their participation in the program

planning. It is assumed that people are aware of their own

interests and needs and that programs developed with the

people usually are the most basic ones.

Cne of the fundamental beliefs for effective Exten-

sion program development as stated by the Joint Committee

Report on -xtension Programs, Policies and Goals is that:

26
K. t. Bliss, et al. (eda.) The Spirit and Philoso-

phy of extension Work T^ashington: Graduate School, U.S.O.A.
and i-psilon Sigma Phi Fraternity, 1952), p. 172.
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The people who axe to benefit from extension work should
participate democratically and effectively In determin-
ing program emphasis in light of what they believe will
benefit them most. 2/

However as plans axe formulated, implemented, and

evaluated by people it is logical to assume that each per-

son's system of principles regulates his behavior, and

therefore, whatever he does is influenced by his philosophy.

Campbell and Gregg make this concept clear when they

say that "those persons who will participate in planning

should have a part in developing the planning procedure

(plan for planning) and the rules which govern it." This

concept is also supported by Seckler-Hudson^ quoted earlier

in this review.

Lippitt, Watson and Westley lend credenoe to the

philosophy of democratic involvement of the concerned in

the planning process:

... in most cases the involvement of the client in
the processes of diagnosis (of problems) afford a
training in the general methodology of problem solving
which will serve in the future to help the client meet

27' Joint Committee Report on extension irograms .

rollclea and goals . (Washington: U. 3. Dept. of Agricul-
ture and Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universi-
ties, 1948), p. 37-

28
Nathan E. Cohen (ed. ), "Citizen Participation, The

Backbone of Democracy," The Citizen Volunteer (New xork:
Harper and Brothers, I960), pp. 28-32*7^

29
'Catheryn aeckler-Hudson, op_. cit. , p. 113.
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the problems which will continue to arise as long as
the client exists. 30

OBJECTIVES

Walters views objectives as:

Statements of what is to be accomplished. . . . The
first task of a good administrator in planning is to
establish a proper purpose on purposes based on prin-
ciples (philosophy) and then to prepare policies,
processes and practices to accomplish the purpose or
purposes set. The administrator must aim at the target
of the enterprise and lead and persuade those whom he
administers and himself to attain its purposes. 51

The importance of objectives to planning was stressed

by Dimock, who stated:

. . . you cannot make valid detailed plans for either
your program or your strategy until you know just where
you are going. The determination of objectives influ-
ences policy, organisation, personnel, leadership, and
control. 32

Three major aspeots appear to be associated with

objectives: (a) the development of toe objectives, (b)

differing levels of objectives, and (c) the effective com-

munication of objectives to the organizational membership.

J—onald Lippitt, Jeanne Watson, and Bruce Westley,
The Dynamics of Planned Change (Hew Xork: Harcourt, Brace
and «/orld, Inc., 1958), p. 236.

of Planning, Organizing, Appraising, and vontroTIinfi
Tfatterson: Littlefield, Adams, and 3o7, 1959), PP« 29-30.

J. I. Walters, Basic Administration . The Process

'Marshall aimock, The executive in Action (New Tork:
Harper and Brothers, 19*5), p. 5*.
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.regarding the first aspect, McFarland wrote:

Objectives need to be accepted if they are to be
fully effective. Acceptance to company objectives
requires involvement of and consideration for the
feeling, and opinions of those upon whom the company
relies for their attainment, a3 well as upon relevance
to needs and upon clarity of expression. 33

Regarding the second aspect, iielsey and Uearne

recognize three levels of educational objectives, namely:

1. The fundamental objective.

2. The general objectives.

A
3. Working objectives.

The study of these levels is very essential. The

first level is of legislative nature or in charters of

organizations. They are however axiomatic in our lives.

In the second level we find the objectives we want to men-

tion when we explain the ,-xtension oervice and its purposes.

In the third level of the working objectives it is important

that we harmonize the felt needs of the people, with those

that the Extension agents think that the people ought to

have. Agreement between those two would be an ideal

situation.
"

Extension objectives must be educational. Education

'Oalton i. McFarland, Management Principles and
iractices (New "fork: The tlacMillan Co., 1$5&), p. 1(577

M̂Lincoln 1). Kelaey, and Cannon C. flearne, op_. clt .

,

pp. 116-118.

55Ibid.
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ia a process involving changes in human behavior. The ques-

tion arises then as to whether the activity will result in

a change in behavior on the part of those to whom education

is directed. Such changes are classified intoi

1. Changes in knowledge, amount and kind of know-
ledge and in habits.

2. Changes in skill.

3. Changes in attitude.

extension objectives have also economic and social
outcomes, like increased income, crop yields, soil
fertility, etc. and improved health, housing, leader-
ship, grooming, etc., as regards the social part. 36

Regarding the third aspect Beavers wrote

t

In intension program planning, one of the factors
contributing to success is the extent to which objec-
tives are clearly defined and understood by those pro-
fessional and lay leaders who are expected to_provid«
leadership for this very important endeavor. 5/

In summary, objectives of the organization should:

(a) be clearly defined.
(b) be effectively communicated at all concerned.
(c) exist at different organizational hierarchial

levels; and
(d) be developed in a democratic manner, with the

concerned having appropriate opportunity to
assist with their development.

Morris in emphasizing the general aims of Extension

36Ibid . . pp. 118-119.

37" Irene Beavers, "Iowa County intension Committee
Members' and Agents' Perception of Program Planning"
(unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, National Agricultural
iixtension Center for Advanced Study, University of Wiscon-
sin, 1962), pp. 161-162.
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education wrote

i

.... An aim may include any number of objectives.
Better feeding practices, larger alee of business,
balance of enterprises, more milk per cow, may be
objectives. Obviously, objectives will vary with com-
munities and counties, depending upon the situation
each presents. 33

Objectives can provide guidance, direction, motiva-

tion, and a sense of unity to personnel at all levels. As

"no business can be well managed without explicit statements

of its chief objectives,"5 ' in a similar manner objectives

are essential to planning.

POLICI

The third major factor concerning the planning

process is "policy". "Policies are guides to and for action

which give the settled courses and the level of the quality

40
of the actions or courses of action." furthermore,

Mc?arland suggests:

Policy formulation is a type of planning because it
provides a continuous framework for the conduct of
individuals within an organization. . . . lolicies
spell out management's intentions with respect to the
appropriate behavior of people for indefinite future
periods of time. Policies . . . provide a basis for

38

slon Irograma . U. 3. Department of Agriculture, extension
oervice Circular No. 260 (Washington, 1937), p. 5.

JPred B. Morris, Planning County Agricultural i.xten-

artment of Agriculture, ij
'

59"Dalton B. tlclarland, ojji. clt .. p. 96.

WIbid.
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relating actions to objectives, and help to assume that
the administrative decisions result in coordinated and
successful endeavors. Policies are guides to the
actions or decisions of people in an organization, and
. . . express the means by which the company's selected
objectives are to be achieved. . . • Together with
objectives, policies serve as focal points around which
the efforts of executives, and workers are coordinated. ^1

Kelsey and Hearne referring to "policy", specifically

to extension wrote:

Policy is a course of action pursued consistently
over a period of time. Jithin a state extension organi-
zation, policies must be determined in connection with
a wide variety of matters. Although it is the duty of
the extension director to solicit and carefully consider
the views of bis associates, and perhaps others, before
making policy decisions, the final decision is the
responsibility of the director. This is one duty that
cannot be delegated.

^

2

In some respects, policies resemble objectives In

that they:

. . . exist in a business in a hierarchy. Policies
having maximum scope and importance are established from
the top, and those having narrow, more specific appli-
cation are administered from the bottom of the organi-
zation. . . . Other policies range between these
extremes in a continuous pattern of ascending importance
as we look upward in an organization. . • . The entire
policy structure becomes more meaningful if policies at
lower levels of the organization are consistent with
and supportive of higher policies. ^5

Iici'srland summarized the advantages of having written

p. 68.

^Ibld . . pp. 110-111.

42
Lincoln D. Kelsey and Cannon C. Hearne, 0£. clt .

,

45Ibid., p. 114.
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1. ihey become available to all in the same form.

2. They can be referred to so that anyone who wishes
can check the policy.

J. I-iisunderstandings can be referred to a particular
set of works.

f . They indicate a basic honesty and integrity of the
company's intentions.

5. They can be readily disseminated to all who are
affected.

6. They can be taught to new employees more easily.

7. The process of writing forces managers to think
more sharply about the policy, thus helping to
achieve further clarity.

8. They generate confidence in all persons in the
organ!cation .

^

The implications of this discussion, on program plan-

ning is that clearly defined program planning policies,

guide agents and lay leaders in their efforts. Policies

help to develop environmental conditions which are conducive

to:

a. Ample budgeting of time, personnel, and other
resources essential to effective program planning;

b. Free and open channels of information and communi-
cation i and

o. Development of skills and procedures involved in

^Ibid . . p. 123.
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planning.
"

45
'Alto Alfred Straughn, "A Jtudy of the Perceived

Hole of County Extension Agents in Program Planning in
Florida and Kansas" (unpublished Ph. 1). thesis, University
of Wisconsin, 1963) , p. 46.
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PURPOSE OJ? THE 3TUDI

The purpose or this study was to define and analyse

Kansas Extension Agents' perception of their role in formu-

lating and agreeing upon a statewide framework for extension

program planning.

PROCEDURE

A questionnaire was used in group interviews to

obtain data from 139 county extension agents in Kansas,

which included 97 per cent of all agents who had five or

more years of experience in Extension. The data were col-

lected during the period November, 1962 to March, 1963.

The questionnaire is comprised of three parts: (1) per-

sonal characteristics of the respondents; (2) suggested pro-

gram planning tasks j (3) assistance received and obstacles

encountered by the respondents in formulating and agreeing

upon a statewide framework for Extension program planning.

RESULTS

1. County Extension agents perceived their role in

formulating a statewide program planning framework to

inoludet

(a) Keeping informed about problems affecting the

people in the county, the area and the state, the

total county Extension program; and the state
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programing framework including objectives, policies,

procedures and practices;

(b) Understanding the relationships of the vari-

ous parts of the county extension program;

(c) Keeping state extension officials informed

about the problems of the count; and the effective-

ness of the program;

(d) Helping supervisors, specialists, and admin-

istrators develop an awareness of the need for mak-

ing adjustments in the total Extension program;

(e) Assisting appropriate state Extension staff

members to:

(1) formulate, clarify, revise and define
objectives;

(2) formulate statewide policies to guide
the planning process;

(5) develop a general statewide procedure
for program planning; and

(» define the program planning roles of
supervisors and specialists;

(f

)

Helping supervisors plan and conduct train-

ing programs for county Kxtenslon staff members.

In one case the majority of the agents perceived that

it was not part of their role to assist state extension

staff members to define the role of the administrators.

2. In general, county Extension agents perceived

performance for each task as lower than the degree of

importance assessed to it.

3. Four major obstacles were encountered by agents
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in performing their statewide program planning role, namely:

(a) Crowded schedule and/or lack of time;

(b) Limited contact with administrative and

supervisory staffs;

(c, Lack of agent training and "know-how" ; and

(d) Limited opportunities for county workers to

influence state program planning framework.

4. County Extension agents perceived that in formu-

lating a statewide program framework it is important to be

kept informed about the total county Extension program and

its relative effectiveness in coping with relevant county

problems.

5. When the nine variables studied were compared

with agents' perception of the importance of their role in

formulating a statewide program framework, the four vari-

ables having the highest degree of association were:

(a) Number of agents on a county staff;

(b) Position held;

(c) Degree of program contact with supervisors;

(d) Level of formal education.

6. County extension agents reported that their

supervisors provided the greatest amount of assistance in

helping them perform their program planning role followed

by the specialist staff, the county staff and the



administrative staff in that order.


